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Spring Weekend '96 Celebrates Year'^
BY ELIZABETH PERRY

News Editor

Trinity's annual Spring
Weekend event took place this
past weekend and was a true
celebration of springtime's arrival and the end of the academic year. Each year several
organizations, including TC AC,
the fraternities and sororities,
SG A and Community Outreach
come together to plan a weekend of events starting Friday
night and ending with a free
concert on the Life Science quad
on Sunday.
On Friday evening there was
a concert event, organized by
the current Vice President and
future President of TCAC Amy
Ham, on the Cave Patio that
later was moved indoors due to
rain. Student bands, a capella
groups and the human
regurgitator were part of this
year's show. TCAC president
Sarah Bennett believes the
regurgitator to be one of the
most successful acts of the
evening. His show consisted of
swallowing many different
items and then bringingth
parhcm
back up. Onee particular
amazing feat was swallowing a

cup of sugar then a cup of water and bringing the sugar up
dry. He also swallowed several
gold fish and a Rubik's cube.
On Saturday, the annual fun
fair took place. This event, coordinated by Scott Heidorn '97,
was held on the LSC quad for
neighborhood children. There
was a dunking booth set up by
SGA, a sea of balls, necklace
making and body painting
sponsored by Community Outreach and a prize table set up by
TCAC. Food was provided for
the kids and members of the
contributing organizations ran
the event. The turn out was not
huge due to the colder weather,
but the children who did come
enjoyed the event.
Hollapalooza took place for
the third year in a row on Saturday from 3-11PM. Five bands
played the event including
Betty, a band that came out of
Trinity and came back to play
at their alma mater. The eight
hour party/concert proved
popular for the third year in a
row.
The Columns presented their
annual formal "The Other Half"

d'oeuvres and a live band. The
tents were packed despite the
cold weather.
Sunday morning proved
warm and sunny as students

gan setting up a mobile stage for
the concert at 5:00AM but ran
into several problems. Cars
were blocking the space needed
to drive the stage onto the quad

tents, had a spread of hors

quad for the concert. TCAC be-

until 2:15 instead of the sched-
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Guster, The Pharcyde and The Mighty Mighty Bosstones played
at the Spring Weekend '96 concert on the LSC quad.

uled 1:30. Because thestart t"
was so late, the bands h a d ^
play shorter sets than plann H°
Guster, a band from Tuf
was tVie first act to so o
I
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Graduation Speaker Named Debate Team To
Travel To Oxford
BY KERRY MCKEVITT

News Editor

With graduation and commencement approaching, President Evan S. Dobelle and
Trinity College have announced
the speaker for the class of 1996's
commencement to be Strobe
Talbott, the United States
Deputy Secretary of State, who
was chosen by the senior class.
He is also included in the
among those who are being
awarded honorary degrees on
graduation day. This year, a total of nine men and woman are
being honored by Trinity College for their services and accomplishments.
Dr. Michael Campo-Dr.
Campo is a Trinity Professor
Emeritus and co-director of the
Italian Elderhostel Programs
(which he founded). He also cofounded the Trinity Rome Campus twenty-five years ago.
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John Dalton -John Dalton is
currently Secretary of the Navy.
Prior to his naval appointment
he had a successful business career which included positions
as head of an investment banking firm, managing director of
a merchant banking firm,
chairman and CEO of a bank
and president of a savings organization.

Alfred Gottschalk-Alfred
Gottschalk is currently the
Chancellor of Hebrew Union
College -Jewish Institute of Religion at the main campus in
Cincinnati, Ohio where he has
held the position of president
since 1971 and other administrative positions since 1957. The
institution also has locations in
New York, Los Angeles and
Jerusalem.
Herbert Granath-Herbert
Granath is the President of ABC
Cable and International Broadcast Group and Senior Vice

President of Capital Cities/
ABC, Inc. Under his direction,
Capital Cities/ABC Video Enterprises positioned itself as a
major participant in cable programming and international
development and investments
in Europe, Latin America and
the Pacific Rim. He is responsible, among other things, for
Capital Cities/ABC's cable interests, which include ESPN,
ESPN2, A&rE Network, The History Channel and Lifetime.
Byron Janis-Janis is a worldrenown classical pianist who
has many professional distinctions and accomplishments, including the distinction of being
the first American pianist ever
to record in the former Soviet
Union, the first American recipient of the Prix du Disque
(the international music Oscar)
and the first American pianist
ever to be recognized with the
French Chevalier dans 1'Orde
see SPEAKER on page 8
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abroad. Beedle commeated.
"Debates of this sort originated in England and pl a | e s
like Oxford, and so 1 think it
will bea valuable experience
for our team to see where de
bating got its roots."
So far this year, the Society
. has fared well'It is the f j
yearfof the club tobebackS
action since the 60's, arid thP

The Atheneum Debating So-'
ciety will depart'for competition in Oxford, England, on
Friday, May 10th. They will
spend the first part of their
visit observing the OxfordCambridge Varsity Debates,
and will take on Oxford's team swdentshavedonequiteweii
on Thursday.May 16th, .Debatreviymg it," commented
ing theresolution that selective"
B e e d k T h e inaS
y S
education should extend to
tournaments
this
yearbm
grammar school, the team,
looks forward to a challenging wonenoughdebatestofrajj;
with a winning«:cord •
match.
• \w a S .a-buildin
Travelling members include uS.We.wer
e j u S tg e t ti
Jay Cincotti '96, Sarah Francis w tW
h e format, and y t w j
'99, Mick NardelH '97, fared as well as many schools
'Armemarie Peil '96, Matthew who have been doing this far'
Prince '96 and.Chris'Savarese .years," states member Mac"
V9. Borden Painter '58 and lac- • thew Prince. The teaxncora:
;ulty advisor, Andrew Beedle,
will accompany the students

Words of advice foi
seniors from administrators, faculty and
others
14

Baseball sweeps Williams in their double
header Saturday. The
team now has winning
record
24
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Confronting Bias
ten.
What I want to point out is
I'm writing to comment on that it happened over half a censomething that was said which tury ago. How can you disI find very disturbing. I have a criminate against a country and
friend who is presently enrolled a group of people for an event,
in a course at Trinity College. as horrendous as it was, that
He was in class last week when took place over 50 years ago?
the professor digressed to tell a Because I am German, should I
short story.
be held responsible for events
Apparently, several years which took place in my counback the instructor, who hap- try in the past? No, I don't think
pens to be Jewish, was invited so, because that would be disto attend a conference dealing crimination.
with economic issues. He was
In a class in which issues such
looking forward to it until he as racism and segregation are
found out that it was taking discussed, I find the words of
place in Hamburg, Germany. this professor to be ironic. You
He then proceded to tell the should be encouraging equality,
class that for this reason he but instead you speak of hate.
would not attend.
In this country, under the ConBecause of the Holocaust he stitution, everyone is entitled to
said that he will never set foot free speech and their own opinon German soil, buy a German ion.
. car or any other product made
I just find the story which
in Germany. Now I know this was told by this professor to be
is a second hand account, but totally inappropriate. As a prothe individual who told me is an fessor, you are in charge of howhonest friend who was in class ever many students are in your
on this particular day.
class. It is your responsibility to
When I heard this at first, I impart knowledge on them, not
was outraged. I am not denying fill their heads with racist
the atrocities which occurred in views.
Nazi Germany during World
War II. I also think that the Sincerely,
events should never be forgot- Anonymous
To the Editor:

Fighting Words

SJATHER STUDENT EMPLOYEES RECEIVED FROM APRIL BROWN, their employer,
)' what can only properly be called a hostile letter. According to the
ggjletter, every year a few students decide to skip scheduled hours for
work. Brown, wanting to discourage students from doing so this year, wrote:
"Such disregard does have a consequence. If you do not find a substitute and
you do not work... (1) Future employment will be terminated. (2) You will
forfeit your pay balance for all time previously worked. (3) An official letter
will be sent to Career Counseling to be included in your file for potenetial
employers to review."
While it is reasonable for a student to expect the possibility of termination
of employment should he or she fail to work his or her scheduled hours, it is
intolerable for Brown to resort to the latter two threats—threats which subsequent Tripod investigation revealed to be misleading, if not blatantly false.
According to Lois Crovo, Payroll Assistant in the Business Office, the laws
of Connecticut prohibit an employer from withholding earnings. In her
words, "You work, you get paid." Therefore Brown's second clause—that students will have to "forfeit [their] pay balance"—is contrary to Connecticut state
law.
With regard to the third clause, Marlene Kearse of Career Counseling, stated
that all student files are confidential and employers do not have access to
them. "We don't give someone the right to look at them," she said. So clearly
this Brown cannot threaten her students in this manner.
What is important here is the principle which is being violated. Is this not
the institution which, by its own mission, purposes "to foster critical thinking, free the mind of parochialism and prejudice, and prepare students to lead
examined lives that are personally satisfying, civically responsible, and socially useful"?
Administrators, faculty, and other students alike serve as role models in different capacities. It is of the utmost importance that we as a Trinity commu- To the Editor:
nity strive to uphold the standards so articulated in our mission. There is no
Since David Borus will be
place here for employers to furnish false information to their employees, and leaving
Trinity at the end of
it is inexcusable that Brown resorted to this form of coercion.
June, we would like to share a

Appreciating Borus

leges.
We are grateful to have had
the opportunity to work with
him, and to have learned from
his example.
w thoughts on our experiTrinity is fortunate to have
i nee? worKirig witE Him iri tEe had David's steadfast leadership
A
#fdtEE*«ttp
.chntsslcitiSOffice Hfch&sTbeerr
liod in college admission We
wonderful leader, colleague,
are sorry he hasn't always bten
id friend, a n d we will miss
given
the credit he has deserved.
m a greaL deal as he moves on
the next stage of his career.
A loyal son of the college, Sincerely,
•avid has persistently sought to Berme Longboy'91
ihance Trinity's reputation Kevin Scbllan<8&
•nong selective liberal arts col- Asst. Directors of Admissions
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Yet another Spring Weekend has come and gone.
Reminicent of years past, COMMON SENSE digs for the
hilights of this weekend.
Weather
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Hallapalooza A Great party every year — Saturday
A almost as fun as Sunday.
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w Last year, Winer got hit with corn — this
year, frisbees.

Sofas

f. Free couches on the quad — great deal, if
% you like 'em soggy.
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Bands turned out great. Wish Gus could
have played longer, but understand it's
not your fault.
; •.
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" Tamam"Nkor96—Sr. Copy Editor
;

A Best in three years Still awfully cold for
n Hallapalooza and Psi-U.
^_^

POLICY CONCERNING
LETTERS T O THE EDITOR
Letters to The Trinity Tripod must be received by 5:00 p.m.
on the Friday before publication Letters should be addressed
to the Editor, not a particular individual. No unsigned or
anonymous letters will be published However, names will
be withheld at the authoi 's request The Tripod will not publish any letters deemed by the editois to be an attack on an
individual's character or personality Otherwise, all opinions
expressed will be given a foi um
AH letters are the sole responsibility of the authors and do
not necessarily reflect the views or opinions of The Tripod.
The editors of The Tnpod reserve the right to edit all.letters
for clarity oi brevity
.
LeLteis may be submitted via
•CAMPUS MAN

Box 702582
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tnpod@inailrrincoll.edu
General Resources/Docex/Tripod
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Response: Sexual Assault Awareness On Campus
To the Editor:

campus assaults, I want everyone to think about their own
Dr. Hyland is right (The Tri- experience with alcohol, and
pod; April 9,1996). The goal of what role it plays in the overall
ridding the world of sexual as- college social scene. The fact is
sault is certainly a noble one. that far too often, sexual activUnlike many other decidedly ity on campus is spurred by
feminist issues, there is little drinking. My best friend on
public opposition from men to campus recently told me that
the efforts of the Women's Cen- she had sex with her neighbor
ter and others to educate the after they both had been out
communi ty of the risks unfairly drinking. Another friend of
cast upon women by the possi- mine tells of a time that she "got

"heightened awareness." One
might get the impression that
all of the events are for women,
who are already aware that in
this society, their gender exposes them to dangers that most
men never appreciate. The implicit message that is supported
by unisex dialogue is that if
women identify and avoid the
"sketchy characters," the danger
might be eliminated. Instead,
what is needed is an approach
to raising awareness that not
only doesn't alienate men, but
Both men and women must understand
which holds both sexes to the
that decisions made while under the
same standard.
influence are ultimately not good decisions.
That is, both men and women
must concede that a culture
bility of sexual assault. How- together" after a Washington that depends upon alcohol as
ever, men were conspicuously Room party with a guy that she the driving force behind intiabsent from most campus now considers repulsive. How macy puts itself at risk. Both
events during Sexual Assault common are these regrettable men and women must stop
Awareness Week. The essential sexual encounters? Is there a making decisions about sex afproblem that men and women "Walk of Shame," which, for the ter they have been drinking.
share equally is that they often uninitiated, is when a person Men might think that they benput themselves at risk by mix- has to make a pre-dawn walk efit from the status quo, because
ing alcohol into decisions re- back to their dorm after a they are able to more easily have
garding sex and sexual sexual encounter? How many sex with women who otherwise
intimacy.
times have you heard of a roomThe problem with addressing mate or friend who "hooked up"
the issue of alcohol and per- with someone — some "random
sonal responsibility is that the person?"
question of female responsibilBut why is this? Maybe alcoity has often been distorted. hol is a 'love elixir' that lowers
Women's place in a male-cen- one's inhibi tions, that also has a
BY MATTHEW PRINCE
tered culture is underscored by way of making the previously
Renovator
the fact that unlike other unattractive person seem dicrimes, heterosexual rape adju- vine. Or, maybe female equaldication has typically focused ity is being expressed by
The word "dastard" isn't used
on the behavior of the assaulted drinking as a means to move enough these days. In fact, it's
woman, both before and during beyond a nebulous notion of used so little that I.had to look
the assault, rather than the be- what it means to be a 'lady' In it up when I ran across it in a
havior of the assailant. What any case, it seems that challeng- book I was reading.
this essentially says to the deci- ing the very values that we aldas-tard n. [ME. a cravenl a
sion makers is that the victim, ready take for granted as a sneaky, cowardly evildoer.
"was no vi rgin — in fact, she was campus may hold the key to
It Has a certain ring to vt.Viow-

might not, but the overreliance
on alcohol puts them at risk too.
However, women, whose inability to assert their wishes certainly does not automatically
invite men to do as they please
to their bodies, also do themselves and their partner a disservice, particularly if they can not
remember exactly what happened after a sexual encounter.
Both men and women must
understand that decisions made
while under the influence are
ultimately not good decisions.
In particular, men must understand that a drunk woman does
not represent an open invitation.
Men and women must find
the personal courage to learn
about each other by meeting,
speaking on the telephone and
doing things besides drinking
together. Until inviting someone on a date, and getting to
know them is more normal
than shouting at them in a
smoky bar or a loud Cave party,

men and women will both continue to sow the seeds for sexual
assaults to occur, as well as relationships that are based on
little substance.
There has to be a realization
that weall play a part in maintaining the condition in which
we all live. Women can not be
content to listen to testimony,
no matter how compelling, that
still does nothing. To affect
change, both men and women
must be willing to invest in a
movement that moves beyond
"victims and yictimizers" and
focuses upon creating a completely new culture.
That is, it is definitely easier
to attack the fact that so many
assaults occur than to change
one's own behavior. It's like, everybody always talks about
changing the world. No one
ever talks about changing
themselves.
Sincerely,
Anonymous

The Last Word...

May The Dastards Quail
building the chapel. Someone
reshelves books in the library,
Someone built a fire-fighting
robot in MCEC. Someone wrote
a poem in the little court yard
outside the Writing Ceiriter.
And someone carved each of
the little faces that stare at you
as you trot down the Long Walk
~ day after day — worrying
about tests, and papers, and
gatVier around for t\\e. [atxemrvg, wVietVvev \ate. night, is at Psi-U or

much sense of spirit and adventure.
I rememberajanitor with old
covers of Time Magazine carefully, proudly pinned up in his
little closet. One is of the Virgin Mary — questioning "Has
America Lost Faith?" Every
morning around 6:00 a.m. he
feeds the squirrels outside his
dorm with bread crumbs. They

th&Httlb

Before we SarTChakeTserious
attempt to reduce, or better still,
eliminate many of the conditions that ease the occurrence of

It's clear that the litany of
campus events that address
sexual assault raise awareness,
yet there are no lasting effects of

iiiliiii
WHAT ABOUT TRINITY
COLLEGE WILL YOU MISS
MOST? LEAST?
JESSICA GRACIE'96

"The people — especially
people bird watching from
Northam when The Quad is
happening. ORL."

LUKE TANSILL '96

"All of the intelligent women.
My inability to have a
relationship with any of
them."

ANNE SLADE '96

"Ripping butts and dancing
like a disco queen. The snow
and the winters."

as I'd walk alone down the Long
Walk for one of the last times.
"Dastard!" I'd think, almost out
loud, while sitting silent in one
of my last classes. "Dastard!" I'd
mumble — head slightly numb
with beer as I leaned against a
wall this, my last Spring Weekend.
No one tells you when you
enter the college that when you
get to the end there'll be a quiz.
1 remember standing in line the
first day of orien ta tion to get my
ID picture taken and talking to
some girl and her mother. We'd
both eaten at the same restaurant the night before and remembered seeing each other.
and wondering if we were both
soon-to-be Trinity students.
Since then she's gone on to join
some fraternity-like organization that 1 have a habit of making fun of.
We still say a meek, headlowered hello when we pass on
the Long Walk — although I
don't think.that either of us can
remember exactly how we
know the other.
She — she is not a dastard.
If ever you want to meet a
very interesting group of
people, send out a broadcast
message at about 5:00 a.m. asking anyone who's awake to meet
you on the quad and watch the
sun rise. Not many people will
show up. And no two of you
would have ever crossed paths
otherwise.
If your message is particularly well crafted a couple of the
people might bring stale
Cheetos and maybe a Mountain
Dew or two. And nothing tastes
better while sitting on the cannons and watching the sun
crest over the smoke stacks in
the distance. And no other
people will you find with as

swoop down from the elms and
steal a few of the crumbs away.
I passed him every Tuesday
morning for almost a year on
my way back from putting together The Tripod. He was always just beginning his day, I
was just finishing mine.
That old janitor - he is not a
dastard.
So let me let you in on a little
secret. When you get to the end
of your Trinity career the good
folks over in the alumni office
send you a little card which
looks like any other piece of
junk mail on off-ivory colored
paper that you get in your mailbox every day. Beware of The
Card. It asks you to come and
pick up your "Commencement

f
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Don't get me wrong. Tests,
papers, and late night are all
very important.
College
wouldn't be college without
them. But you don't get to put
any of it on The Card at the end
of your four years.
So who are the dastards? The
dastards huddle in the corner of
Mather and complain about
how there's nothing to do at
Trinity anymore. The dastards
have a car so they don't have to
stick around on boring weekends. And in the end, the dastards are the ones who leave The
Card blank. Evil? you wonder.
Yes, the worst kind.
After the graduation ceremony — the caps and gowns,
the crying, the boring speeches,

4

Somewhere between studying
and
partying lies what you're supposed to put
down on a little card ... And damned if
most seniors don't leave it all but blank.
Packet."
That's a code phrase. What it
really means is that it's time for
the final quiz. Time to see what
you've learned. And this is the
important stuff: Somewhere
between studying and partying
lies what you're supposed to put
down on a little card that a little
old woman with white hair
hands you as she smiles. And
damned if most seniors don't
leave it all but blank.
Someone painted one of the
windows of Northam Towers to
look stained. It's tacky, but it's
cool. Someone has the guts to
play the carillon for people to
hear for miles around every
Wednesday evening. Someone
has to mow the quad each week.
Someone organizes every party
you attend. Someone died

and Marty's View Memory —
The Cards are filed away and
never looked at again unless you
become President or the
Unabomber. And those who
were dastards never show up
back on campus for reunion
weekend. And they throw the
copy of the alumni magazine
away after a quick glance
through to make sure no one
they faintly remember from
their four years has died.
But the squirrel man is still
here.. And some book is easier
to find because it's shelved correctly. And for some — including the stoney Bishop Brownell
and the faces that line the
gauntlet of the Long Walk—the
slow, low notes of the carillon
playing 'Neith The Elms almost
bring a tear.

h
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Cleaning Up Campus
To the Editor: ,

:

Last week, I was walking home from
the library and was appalled by the
amount of trash that 1 saw on the quad.
Beer bottles, Coke cans, empty beer cases,
paper plates from the Cave and cigarette
butts were everywhere. 1 have thought
aboUt the lack of respect that Trinity students have for this campus before, but
this time it really pissed me off. Is it really so hard for people to pick up their
own trash and carry it 20 feet to the nearest garbage can?
On Earth Day, there were hundreds of
people out on the quad. They were there

treated like adults, but no one can say
that any adult would act in this selfish
manner. No one has the right to treat
Trinity this way. 1 am insulted by the inconsiderate vandalizing of everyone's
living environment. Are people able to
leave Trinity without learning how to respect who they live with and where they
live?
Apparently they are. In the fall semester of this year, there was serious dorm
damage in my dorm. For over a month,
every morning there would be a new
hole in the wall in the stairwell, or an old
one would just be bigger. The obvious
reason why and how this occurred is

I am appalled by the selfishness of the Trinity students.
because it was beautiful and they
wanted to take advantage of the gorgeous day. Trinity students need to realize that they can't just drop all of their
stuff on the ground and just expect it to
be thrown away for them. We need to
have more respect not only for each
other, but also for the people who work
here.
There are so many people who enjoy
the beauty of our campus and take it for
granted. When I say our campus, 1 am
not just talking about the quad. I mean
everything: the classrooms, Mather, and,
especially, the dorms.
I am finishing my second year here at
Trinity and every class that I have
walked into has had desks with writing
all over them. Maybe your class is boring, but, if you have to draw, why not
write on your notebook or yourself? And
is there really a need to carve things into
the desks? I have never felt the urge to
carve anything, hut apparently th<y;e. are

that there were drunk people wanting to
punch something. Every morning 1
would get angrier. I wanted to know who
it was, but it was time for Winter Break.
When I returned, some people no longer
lived in my' dorm and, all of a sudden,
there were never any more holes in the
wall. I just remember feeling horrible
when the repairmen came to fix the
walls. They must have resented the residents of my dorm so much. They knew
as much as I did that it wouldn't have
happened if these people cared even a
little for the dorm. I couldn't believe that
these guys had the audacity to do what
they did. The workers were not hired to
clean up after the stupid, self-centered,
drunk idiots that just trash their surroundings whenever they please.
How can so many people take so much
for granted? I think that we students
need to take on some responsibility for
ourselves. Weneed to help make Trinity
as great a$ it can possibly be. "We don't

ing to see their initials in the carved here and I resent the fact that there are
wood of the desks in the Seabury Chapel. thoughtless people living here that are
The people who leave their trays on making Trinity look bad. On Sunday
the tables in Mather repulse me. Are night, I left the Life Science quad after
these people so dense that they don't re- most people. It looked horrendous. I am
alize that someone else has to put their sure that it still does. It will until other
tray away later? I think that is just rude. people come and clean up after the Trin1 am appalled by the selfishness of the ity students... again.
Trinity students. The students are
throwing down $30,000 a year-towards Sincerely,
higher education and expect to be Catherine Argumedo '98
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Defending The Chapel
House, in Trinity's past and will continue to do so in the future. The cerOpinion Wt/ter
emony that welcomes new students to
Trinity should be held at the Chapel
The word is that President Dobelle and not at the Old State House. We are
hopes to have part of the ma triculation all Trinity students and, though we are
ceremony at the Old State House in-, in Connecticut, many of us do not constead .of having the entire event at the sider the Constitution State to behome.
Chapel. This is a bad idea. No Trinity
In only a few months, the Class of
student respects the Old State House 2000 will matriculate. The future is in
more than I. Perhaps more so than any everyone's minds-as the new millen~
other student, I know of the tumultu- nium comes, but this does not mean we
ous debates that occured there in the should sever our links with the,past.
179O's and during the War of 1812. The Trinity's history is a noble and glorious
Hartford Convention, a pivotal event in one, not to be cast away so lightly. The
the history of American federalism, Chapel ranks as an essential part of that
took place there. Trinity was chartered history. Where else could we welcome
in the Old State House in 1823. It cer- Trinity's future by connecting them
tainly has its importance, but unlike with our glorious past?
the Chapel, the Old State House is notHaving had no important connecan essential part of our Trinity heritage. tions to Trinity before coming here,
Our Trinity forefathers dreamed of President Dobelle may not realize the
creating a great academic institution, importance of our heritage. It shapes
BY K, MICHAEL DERBY

The Chapel ranks a$ an essential part of [Trinity's]
history.
Men such as President Ogilby dreamed
>f a great chapel that would sit on the'
Quad and inspire students and faculty
to'a higher level of aspiration. Now,
hanks to their efforts, the Chapel tow- •
;rs over the Trinity campus, The buildng may be a monument to, religion, but'
,t also symbolizes this institution and
the spirit that guided those who. came
before us*
,
...
One may argue that the Chapel is not
.ndusive, But .is the Old State House?
President Dobelle stressed.that Trinity
needs to draw mprestudents fromother •

Us and our environment Dobelle did
quote extensively from Trinity's past
presidents in his inaugural. But he also
replaced the portrait of the College's
first president, Thomas Church
Brownell, which traditionally sat in the
President's office, with George Washington,, Brownell now sits outside
Dobelle's office, While Trinity used to
be named after Washington and while
I respect George more than any other
figure in American history, Brownell
belongs inside the office just as matriculation belongs in the Chapel. I hope as
hg coritinues,jo.ser}yeJhere,> President

'tan, and Mont ana feel included'aTtfie"
Old State House? Not all the students
here are citizens of Connecticut. But,
whether from Jacksonville, Florida or
itamford, Connecticut, we are all Trinitystudents. Whikitmaybesoraewhat
exclusive, (even though Catholic mass
is held at.the Episcopalian''church),:no
building represents Trinity better than
the Chapel The Chapel played a prominent rolcalargefone thaiitheOld State

can notsever our ties wi
past. It is ail around us. Go to Hamlm
and look at the portraits of the past
presidents. Go to the Friendship Chapel
where Remsen Ogilby is represented in
stained glass. Actually read Glenn
Weaver's history of the College. Read
th&signs that sit by dorm doors. Figure
out who the statue on the Quad is. The
I past surrounds us, and we should continue to honor it.

Dispelling Myths About The Women's Center
Kauh "96 said that, "Like everything in als that all women must adhere to when
the beginning, the Women's Center was they visit-us. One of the great things
In the beginning of April, a dinner was a little intimidating just because it was about: this place and the people who freheld for women student leaders on cam- foreign and strange. More than any other quent it is that we are all different, and
pus. Among many topics was the con- center on campus, the Women's Center we all respect those differences. We want
cern that women on Trinity's campus has been a place of solace, and comfort to stress that this is not a "political" place.
The Women's Center is a place where
need a space of their own, a place to go for me," Kauh said that she does come to
and hang out and with other women in the Center if she has a problem, but usu- women can feel supported and listened
a relaxed and supportive atmosphere. ally she just comes to hang out and talk. to by people who care about women
It is important to us that the miscon- (which we hope is all of you). It has soft
The Women's Center, which is located on
the second floor of Mather Hall, past the ceptions which cloud the true nature of couches arid chairs, big pillows, and carWashington Room, was established for the Women's Center be cleared up so that pet on the floor. There is a television set
just these reasons. Several members of this valuable resource can be utilized. and a VCR with tapes dealing with eatthe Women's Center staff were at the
dinner, and one of us pointed out the fact
The Women's Center is a place where women can feel
that this"needed" space already exists on
supported and listened to by people who care...
campus. Other women at the dinner expressed a concern that they didn't want
to spend time in a place where they felt We would like to begin by explaining ing disorders, AIDS, sexual assault, and
that they "had to be political from the what the Women's Center is not.
other gender issues that are available for
moment one walked in the door." This
The Center is not a threatening, in- anyone to use during the day. The
opinion surprised us. Only a few of these timidating place where all women do is Women's Center also has a library of
students had ever been to the Women's voice their views on issues like abortion over 700 volumes, including poetry, biCenter. Even so, they still seemed un- and feminism. Some students believe ographies, fiction and non-fiction, all
willing to acknowledge the Center as a that if you open the door to the Women's dealing with different aspects of gender,
place where women and men at Trinity Center, you will find a live action debate It has file cabinets filled with articles and
could come together. As the staff of the going on twenty-four hours a day. There information about all kinds of issues. It
Women's Center, we have been discuss- is no podium in the Women's Center. is an excellent resource for students who
ing this dilemma ever since that dinner. Different events may take up a couple of are doing research or writing papers for
The discussion has caused us to share hours in the morning or afternoon, but classes dealing with any of these such
different experiences we have had be- other than that, the Center is free for stu : topics. The staff is always willing to help
; cause of the Women's Center. We con- dents to come hang out in, study, or look other students sort through the different
tacted other students on campus who up information on a wide range of issues. resources to find the information that
have been involved with the Women's
The women who comprise the student will be most helpful.
Center. We wanted to know what their staff do not in any way reflect the ideas
The Center sponsors and financially
original opinion of the Center was, and • and opinions of the Women's Center. supports over a dozen different groups
if that opinion had changed in time. Jane The Center does not have established ide- on campus, and it brings special lectures
To the Editor:

and other events to Trinity on a regular
basis. The Lunch Series is a weekly lecture in an informal atmosphere where
listeners eat their lunches and enjoy refreshments. The Women's Center also
opens its door as a quiet study space during finals week where anyone can come
and enjoy free dessert andxcoffee and
study without the noise of the dorm or
the ever-social library. As members of
the student staff; our main goal is to find
ways to use this place to promote the interests of students and to make Trinity a
better place for men and women to be.
If the staff members don't offer the
kind of assistance you need, Diane
Martell, the coordinator, is the woman to
see. Diane is perhaps the most hidden
treasure on this campus. Her office is a •
few yards down the hall from the
Women's Center, and she is responsible
for all of its functions. She is available to
help with any concerns students have.
For those people who aren't convinced
that the Women's Center is a place for
them, we encourage you to come and see
for yourselves.
Sincerely,
•
The Women's Center Student Staff
:
Jocelyn Jones'99
Nora Murphy '96
.
Rachel Walden'96
• -•.
Jennifer Guy'97
Dawn Perrier '97
Andrea Santosuosso'96
Descera Daigle'97Y • ..• •

,..- \
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Debaters To Argue In London
continued from page 1
tournaments this year, including contests at New York University, Williams, Amherst,
Harvard and Wesleyan.
The six members break off
into three partnerships, each
pair with its own distinctive
style and skill. Nardelli and
Savarese are particularly strong
when arguing policy based issues. "We are going to Oxford to
represent Trinity as one of the
premiere debate colleges in the
United States," Nardelli emphasized.
Savarese commented, "the
debate team's gotten off to a
great start this year, and 1 hope
to be a big part of its continued
success in the years to come."
Team members Francis and
Prince split time between subjects addressing both policy as
well as principle-focused subjects, while partners Peil and
Cincotti bring their own zesty
style to whatever resolution
they are faced with.
"We're a little-loopy compared to other debaters, but we
seem to do all right," explained
Peil. "For instance, one time we
just decided we would argue
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•

LAURA BLACKWELL
Debaters, from left to right, include
Matthew Prince '96, Chris Savarese '99, Mick Nardelli '97,
Annemarie Peil '96 and Jay Cincotti '96. The debaters will
represent Trinity College in the debates at Oxford this May.

that all verbs should be eliminated. We didn't get very high
speaker points for our effort, but
everyone at tournaments remember us." Her partner
Cincotti is primarily worried
about the language barrier to be
faced in Oxford.
Beedle commented on plans
for next year, "I think that Mick
and Chris will be very strong
next year, after another year's

experience with each other. The
team is also lucky that Chris
and Sarah are freshmen and we
will have them around for a few
more years; they are both very
talented young debaters. Also,
the fact that we now have an
active Society has attracted
some high-school debaters to
Trinity, so next year we will reap
the benefits of even more incoming talent."

NEWS FROM
OTHER SCHOOLS

Parts from a 1982 Saab were removed from the car body
sometime between-April 4th and April 18th. The car was
parked in the CPTV lot. Campus Safety believes that
because it was an older model, the parts were taken off to
be put onto another car. A 1987 Toyota Camry had its
passenger window broken between 12AM and 3 AM on April
20th. A vehicle belonging to a freshmen had its driver's
window broken sometime between 4PM and 12 AM on April
21st. The car was parked on Crescent Street at the time of
the break-in. A radar detector was stolen from the car. A
Jeep parked in the Stowe lot had a rear window broken
sometime between 3PM and 3AM on April 21st. Nothing
was stolen from the vehicle.

Dornrt Room Theft
$300 was stolen from a pair of pants draped across a
chair in a room in Wheaton on Saturday, April 20th at
around 9:40AM. The student left his room unlocked when
he went to take a shower. The keys to the student's car were
also taken, but nothing has happened to the car since then.
A suspect was seen running out of the building at the time
of the crime. The Hartford Police Department and Campus
Safety are investigating.

Library Tfteffs Continue
Another incident took place in the library on the
evening of April 21st. A book bag was stolen which
contained a wallet, check book and school books. There
have been a total of seven incidents since March 17th.
Campus Safety has talked with the library staff who will be
patrolling the building to look for suspicious individuals.
•

Denied Acceptance? Then, Sue!
A senior at Sufiieid Academy in Suffield, Connecticut, Julie Melissa Enrile, has
filed a suit against Amherst College because the College revoked her acceptance
into the class of 2000. After she filed an Early Decision II application, Enrile received
a letter of acceptance which commended her for her "outstanding record of
accomplishment" on February 23,1996. The letter also noted that Amherst reserved
the right to revoke her acceptance if she could not maintain her academic standards.
However, the letter was an error and Enrile was supposed to be deferred to the regular
decision pool. On March 1, the Dean of Admissions Jane Reynolds visited the young
woman at the Academy and explained the mistake. Then, on March 6, Enrile
received a letter which stated, "Because 1 and the others in the Admissions Office
believe so strongly that you are inadequately prepared to do the work at Amherst,
by this letter we are withdrawing the offer which was erroneously sent to you..."
After receiving the letter, Enrile and her parents hired lawyers to sue for the student's
acceptance. The filed suit accuses that Amherst College is "guilty of breach of
contract, detrimental reliance, irreparable rjarm, intentional infliction of emotional
distress and negligent infliction of emotional distress." Although the College and
its administrators are being sued, they maintain their position and strongly believe
that it is neither best for Enrile nor for the College for her to matriculate into
Amherst. In the meantime, Enrile and Amherst must wait to settle this conflict in
court.

Spring Concert Cancelled
For Mount Holyoke College students, disappointment set in when they heard
the news that the annual Spring Concert was cancelled. Their invited guest, Tori
Amos, decided that she would not be able to perform at Mount Holyoke as planned.
Due to this delayed decision, "The Network" which is the campus' social planning
organization was unable to find an act to replace her. Instead, they plan to allocate
the money towards a fall concert.

Publication Deals With Social Issues
Testimony, a publication that is sponsored by the Students Organized Against
Racism (SOAR) at Colby College may be revived this year. The publication is
intended to provide a forum for students to express their "ideals, frustrations and
hopes on issues that are relevant to campus life, the local community and the
nation " Testimony is intended to reach the entire campus. All viewpoints are
accepted and the students w h o run the publication want to get a wide
representation of viewpoints. Thisyeat's issue will include poems and essays dealing
with "social issues, eating disorders, religion, homosexuality and some political
issues.

Damage
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Exposed At Smith Hoyse
Campus Safety is currently investigating a report of
someone exposing themselves to a Smith House employee
at 10:30PM on Thursday, April 25th. The man who exposed
himself on the south porch area of the Smith House fled on
Vernon Street and was not caught.

Painting Thieves Found
Recently two paintings were removed from the Smith
House and left out on the tennis courts as a prank. Campus
Safety discovered the identity of the two students when a
gas bill was left on the scene. By (falling-the" credit card
company to which the gas was charged,!Campus Safety was
able to find the names of the two pranksters. They were
non-Trinity students visiting t h e campus. Both had
attended several parties before hand and decided to pull the
prank sometime in the early morning as they passed the
Smith House. The students, surprised by being found out,
have agreed to pay for what little damage was done,to the
frames of the paintings.

Spring Weekend Damage
Very little happened in terms of damage to the campus
for Spring Weekend '96. The one incident that did take place
involved the smashing of a car windshield outside High Rise.
Apparently students were throwing bottles out of windows
in High Rise on Saturday evening. These bottles landed on
one car causing the windshield to shatter. The student who
owns the car reported the incident on Sunday morning
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Enforcing Of Alcohol Policy To Be Reviewed
BY KERRY MCKEVITT

News Editor
A committee in conjunction with the
Student Government Association (SGA),
the Student Affairs Committee, and the
Faculty Committee will be formed at the
beginning of the 1996-97 fall semester in
order to look at the enforcement of the
alcohol policy at Trinity College.

ment policy because they believe that it
deserves study. The committee will focus on and discuss questions such as:
Should bartenders be members of the organization hosting the party or should
they be outside persons? Should bartenders be responsible for refusing
drinks to students? How effective are
peer monitors at parties? Should the
College regulate the number of kegs ordered for a party? Should the number of

The Trinity College Administration decided to review the
alcohol enforcement policy because they believe that it
deserves study. Dean Winer stated, "We are absolutely
not looking at the alcohol policy itself."
The committee will include Dean of
Students David Winer, "ex-officio," four
faculty members elected by the Trinity
College faculty and four students either
elected by the student body orappointed
by the SGA. This is the Administration's
way of obtaining student input on the
issue.
Currently, the Administration is
working on the preliminary stages of the
committee's development. They plan to
schedule the meetings from September
to December and are considering the
possibility of opening the meetings to
the general student body so that more
opinions can be heard and discussed.
The Trinity College Administration
decided to review the alcohol enforce-

kegs bought depend on the number of
students expected to attend?
Dean Winer noted, "I am not sure if
changes should be made, but it is important to look at the current policy. Students should also have input."
By establishing a representative body
such as the committee, Winer hopes that
- the students realize that the Administration wants "to help students feel that decisions are made with their input."
He also stated, "We are absolutely not
looking at the alcohol policy itself and
we are absolutely not beginning until
September."
In addition to-the committee focusing
on the enforcement of the alcohol policy,
College Administrators are considering

P YOU'RE l0®gCifg§ FOR
A €HALLE»fi@iN®
IN k $ 2 B11U0N

The committee to be formed in the fall will review the
MATTHEW PRINCE
enforcement of the alcohol policy and focus on attempting to answer a
number of questions as well as to obtain student input.
planning more events concerning sexual of sexually transmitted diseases like
assault awareness.
gonorrhea and herpes as well as the HIV
Also, Dean Winer mentioned that a virus and AIDS.
health education program may be
During the summer, the administraplanned for next semester. It will look at tors from the Dean's Office, the Medical
basic issues such as nutrition, exercise, Office, the Counseling Office and the
sexually transmitted diseases, blood Office of Residential Life will attend a
pressure, cholesterol, malnutrition, and retreat sponsored by college personnel.
sex.
This retreat will give them further inThe program would teach more about sight on campus issues of importance
the issues and create a higher awareness and introduce them to new ideas.

Ninth Annual Science

mm At mm.
At Ames, our success has a lotto do with our high caliber
people. In every department, in every store, at our
corporate headquarters, and at every levei.M's our
talented Ames team that keeps us going, and growing.
And now, we're in the market for goal-oriented, high
achievers who want to share in our continued success.
Idea people who bring drive, determination, and
dedication to every on-the-job challenge.
And now, we have challenging opportunities available
which are perfect for college grads looking to get a head
start in their career/

MERCHANDISE ALLOCATION
ANALYST
You will be responsible for analysis and merchandise
allocation to maximize sales, gross margin, and inventory
turnover in an assigned merchandise area. The candidate
we seek must possess excellent analytical and communication skills, strong numeric orientation, and computer
literacy. A Bachelor'sdegree in Business/Liberal Arts/
Computer Science and prior retail experience a plus.

and studies performed in rhf nast se-

B\ KEKR\ McKtvin
\civ> Lditor

nj^li-i

The Ninth Annual Tunicy College
Science Symposium will occur on
Tuesday, April 30,in theOostingCymnasiumol Ferris Athletic Center Various other student presentations will be
placed in the Clement ChemistI y
Building, the Mathmatics, Computing,
and Engineering Center (MCfcC) and
the Life Sciences Center.
This year, more than ninety students
enrolled in science classes such as biology, chemistry, computei science, engineering, mathematics, neuroscience,
physics and psychology as well as the
Interdisciplinary
Science
Program ClSPj have prepaied posters
which summarize the experiments

>ome ol the ptojecti tluu iiudcnts
have re.-x.Mri. hed ind will be displayed
ai t he Symposium include ones on topics such, as cryptography, brain uruginj; and numerous others
These posters will be displayed in
OostingGymnasium from *3AM until
330PM In addition to that, the cteators or the posters will lie present in
the morning This will give them an
opportunity to introduce and t<> discuss their research with interested
viewers
Associate Professot ot Mathematics.
Dr Paula ARiu>so, stated, "1 hope that
you will come and give your support
and congratulations to all ot the participants on the superb job that thpy
have done '

STAFF ANALYST
Responsible for preparing monthly reports of store
operating results, trends, and other variance analyses;
updating sales and margin elements on merchant planning
and reporting systems; and assisting with a variety of other
related functions. To qualify you must possess a Bachelor's
degree in Finance, Accounting, or Economics; along with
strong analytical, mathematical, and PC skills. Previous
related experience a plus.

5f

PROGRAMMER
! '

if

You will code, test, and document AS400 COBOL
programs, both batch and on-line. The individual we seek
will have a technical or Bachelor's degree in Computer
Science or related field; along with strong programming
skills in a COBOL environment. Previous related
experience a plus.
We offer competitive salaries and a comprehensive, flexible
benefits package, including major medical/dental, life
insurance, and a 401 (K) program matched by the company.
If you want to match your career growth to one of
America's most dynamic retail corporations, please send/
FAX your resume, indicating position of interest and salary
requirements, to: Ames Department Stores, Inc., Mail
Station 0210,2418 Main Street, Dept. TC, Rocky Hill, CT
06067. FAX#: (203) 257-2198. Ames is an equal
opportunity employer M/F/D/V.

VOLPE'S SPORTS BAR
Corner 0/ Vu- Br Man & Broad St

I

eggs and cheese on hardroll $.99
Hot wings, steamers, spagetti 8c shells....
OPEN 11 AM - MIDNIGHT 7 DAYS A WEEK

525-1605
i CHEESEBURGER •
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Psi Chi Honor Society Spring Weekend Fun
Inducts New Students Heightened By Sun
continued from page 1
were reportedly "excited to play at such
a big concert" said Bennett. The band has
one CD out called "Parachute" which
was on sale at the concert. A group of
students were up at the stage dancing
throughout Guster's set and the general
consensus of the crowd was that the
band was "funky" and "a lot of fun."
Guster is a Trinity-friendly band that
hung out with TCAC before their set and

with TCAC as they set up the stage and
did sound check. Their music was loud
and exciting, getting students into a
huge moshing frenzy. Many people
crowd surfed throughout their set, including the lead singer of the band.
People were pulled up on stage to dance
and one girl even kissed the lead singer.
Some of the band members hung out
with students for an hour or two after the
show. Overall they were said to be "fun"

Sunday morning proved warm and sunny as students
carried their couches, blankets, BBQs and frisbees out to
the quad for the concert
New members were inducted into the Psi Chi Psychology
*&* PHOTO
Honor Society on April 23rd. Several students who were inducted are
abroad this semester and could not be photographed.
By ELIZABETH PERRY
News Editor

The Psi Chi National Honor Society
in Psychology held its initiation for
new members at 6:00PM on April 23rd.
Twelve new members were inducted
into the society including: Tyler Booth.
'97, Adam Devlin-Brown W, Don Egan
'96, Aaron Jacobs '97, Amy Kostek '97,
Nora Murphy '96, Arielle Perry '97,
Alyson Ruby '97, Laura Sabini '97, Kim
Tarallo '97, Susan Trotta '97 and Christine Yates '96.

the organization and swear to uphold
the high standards the society is
known for.
The society has an obligation not
only to recognize those deserving of a
place of honor, but also to "nurture the
spark of that accomplishment by offering a climate congenial to its creative
development."
The National Psi Chi Honor Society
holds conventions annually to promote the study of and interest in psychology.
Trinity's chapter was not founded
until April 16,1959. Induction into the

The goals of the society are "encouraging, stimulating
and maintaining excellence in scholarship and advancing
psychok
The National chapter of the Psi Ghi:
society was founded in 1929. The goals
of the society are "encouraging, stimulating and maintaining excellence in;
scholarship and advancing the science
of psychology." It is a member of the
Association of College Honor Societies;
and is affiliated with the American
Psychological Association and. tlie:
American Psychological Sofeietyt
Chapters, exist at more than 840:coFf
leges and universities thrdUghQut'thg:;;

mmm

hprior, society iSsbasedrOn seyeraLfactars;.: (Each student tjiust h a v e . p i i S
pleted ?three:•

course' s d

asked students where they could get a
hot dog after the show. Guster's music is
typical of the type of music that often
filter's out of windows in dorms around
campus. They have a sound that Trinity
students enjoy.
Next up was The Pharcyde, a hip-hop
band from California with two albums
and good crowd appeal. The band also
played a shorter set than planned, with
35 minutes of music. The band called
from their hotel at 1:00 and did not show
up on campus until 2:00. The group left
soon after their set was over and so did
not interact with TCAC or the students
as much as the other bands. The
Pharcyde drew a big crowd to the stage
where everyone danced and jumped to
the music. While The Pharcyde did not
stick around long, they did ask TCAC
members to let some students back stage
to chat with them for the short time before their show.

^^»p
and played an hour-long set. The group
arrived on campus at 10:30and hung out

and were definite crowd-pleasers.
Overall the weekend went smoothly
and was enjoyed by all. The weather
stayed beautiful for most of the time,
bringing students out of their rooms and
out to the quad, the Hall and other
events. " The weekend was definitely a
success. A huge factor was the sunshine,
but overall I think people were pleased
with the bands. It was a good weekend,"
said Bennett.
Director of Campus Safety Brian Kelly
was also happy with the weekend commenting that in the seven years he has
been attending the events, "it was one of
the mellowest Spring Weekend's I've
been to." The only problem that oc- .
curred was when, several bottles were;
thrown out of windows in High Rise resulting in a broken windshield in one of
the cars parked in the High Rise lot.
Students recovered from the weekend
yesterday as they attended then last
classes o£ the semester Finals begin at.
WStti
ffidstudents
will be
leaving campus on May 10th. The end
of the year has arrived.

The Tripod Wishes Everyone A
Great Summer Break.
^||^f§|ipi^||

^

^

We'll Be Back Again In The Fall.
Come Join Us Then!

bers can be active, alumni or ^disti^ 1 """'""
-":"'-- -^^•11
guished member.', Active:member^aj;e:
not only studentsswhdachieveparttcu^
lar sehblarship, but can also be:facM|y
members who;haye made i the study of
pSychbldgy on of :their majorintere^^
":" ' "'"•"' ' " "• : ""'' '• told;^he;|oajs/b|:S::fe^t:s;:fofpsy|M

Now accepting reservations for your graduaton parties.

10% OFF
UPS
Shipments
of $10.00
or
More
With Student ff>

'& " c u c i n a R.UL sfc± o a.
della terra"
SWFARMINGTONAVE.FARMINGTORCT

674.1224

Piccolo Arancio and Peppercorn's Grill will be open

Sunday May 191:00 -8:00

FREE 15% OFF
PICKUP Packaging
Materials
Call for an
Appointment

(Boxes, Tape, labels)
Wilh Student ID

PAK MAIL
We Ship Anything, Anyathere
1245 Farrnington Ave.
West Hartford, CT.

Phone 561-1369
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Budget Committee Makes Changes For SAF
scheduling of multiple events on any find support elsewhere."
Moodie also commented on the
given night and will assure that activiAnnouncements Editor
ties reach a broad group of the campus. $16,000-$20,000 annually the budget
The goal of the committee is to "preserve committee has allocated towards reserving seats for students at all Austin Arts
Last week, the Student Government the diversity of events," said Moodie.
The quarterly review will affect the Center events. He confirmed that this
Association's Budget Committee made a
number of changes with regards to the budget of the Trinity College Activities will not happen in the future.
Another group that will no longer reallocation of money to organizations Council (TCAC) in particular, which
that are supported by the Student Activ- usually exceeds $100,000 each semester. ceive direct support from the budget
ity Fund (SAF). According to Vice presi- Now, the budget committee will be able committee is the Trinity College Emerdent of Finance Jim Moodie '97, this new
method of distribution will cut out some
The plan will create more work for the seven-person budget
organizations from receiving SAF
committee, but will also be "more efficient and more
money and will examine the budget of
student-oriented,"
said Moodie.
groups on a quarterly basis. The plan
• will create more work for the seven-person budget committee, but will also be to overlook large events, such as Spring gency Response Team (TCERT). In the
"more efficient and more student-ori- Weekend, with a more scrutinous eye future, the administration will pay for
ented," said Moodie.
and intervene based on their estimation the physical equipment used by the
group, while the SAF will only continue
In the past, groups were allocated a of how the plans are evolving.
lump sum of money at the beginning of
The Ivy, the college yearbook, will no to provide fundsforall the organization's
each semester. That system was changed longer be receiving SAF money. In fu- campus events (e.g. various conferences,
a few years ago so that groups now have ture years the administration will fund lectures, etc.). Moodie commented, "the
to request funds for anything that re- the yearbook, but there is currently a SAF should not have to pay for a student
quires a large sum of money. The group freeze on the budget until 1997. Moodie medical service." He identified the
has to ask for that money at least two said that because the yearbook is not stu- group as providing a medical service;
weeks in advance. In the new system dent organized, most of the photography something which he did not think fell
that the committee has designed, bud- is done professionally, the book is pro- within the realm of the SAF.
gets of all organizations will be evalu- duced by the alumni office and is basiSeveral other clubs will be effected in
ated quarterly, instead of a semester cally a $40,000 gift annually, it should less dramatic ways by the changes in the
basis. In that vein, groups will still have not receive funds from theSAE "The Ivy
to request funds for particular events but has a nice tradition of giving the book to
will also be questioned about the events. seniors," said Moodie, "if the college
This will allow the committee to prevent wants to continue that, they will have to
BY ERNESTO C. ANGUILLA

allocation of the SAE WRTC, the college radio station, will still be funded by
the SAF, but any capital ventures will be
covered by the administration in the future and not SGA.
In addition, many of the academic and
departmental clubs will see changes in
the activities they are able to plan. One
of the main things Moodie and the budget committee want to put restrictions
on are the number of functions that use
SAF money for food. Banquets and end
of the year dinners are expensive and
require extensive funding,
Moodie commented that the SAF was
just right this year, with a small amount
of roll-over. The new system will allow
for more leeway and may help the fund
end out the year with a roll-over similar
to that of past years which has sometimes been as much as $80,000. He also
said that the $220 student activities fee
will not be increasing next year. He did
want to prepare students for the possibility that the fee will be increasing in
the 1997-98 academic year, due to inflation of costs.
Moodie wants to see the SAF used for
its original purpose: "To sponsor student
clubs and events."

End Of The Year Warning

Seniors Name Speaker
For Commencement
continued from page 1
des Arts et des Lettres, He is currently a
National Ambassador for the Arthritis

MaryLefkowitz-Lef kowitz is the Andrew W. Mellon Professor of Classics at
Wellesley College. She is the pre-eminent feminist scholar of Antiquity, commanding tremendous respect in both
North America and Europe. ,

scholar in the area of religion and history.
Strobe Talbott -Mr. Talbott holds the
State Department. A former Time magazine editor-at-large, a Washington D.C.
bureau chief and roommate of President
Bill Clinton's when the two were Rhodes
Scholars at Oxford, Talbott earned
bachelor's and master's degrees at Yale,
has written poetry in both Russian and
English and earned a journalistic reputation as a chronicler of US-Soviet diplomacy during the Cold War. He has
written many columns and several
books on US-Soviet relations. He currently is the Clinton Administration's
point-person for US policy toward Russia and its neighbors.

Dr. Roger Tory Peterson-Dr, Peterson
is the world's best known living naturalist and a recipient of the United States'
highest civilian award, the Presidential •
Medal of Freedom, which he received in
1980. Dr. Peterson, an ornithologist, is
best known for his field guides and also
is recognized for his lecturing, filmmaking and photography. He has been nomiIn addition to announcing the speaker,
nated for the Nobel Peace Prize twice.
tentative plans for senior week have
been made. The possible events include
John Ratt-Dr. Ratt is the Headmaster a pub night, a class barbecue on the quad
of The Loomis Chaffee School in Con- with bands, the annual senior dinner
necticut. He currently serves on a wide and the annual senior banquet/ball
variety of local, national and interna- which is traditionally held on the Friday
tional boards and is an accomplished before graduation.

Indian E>uffet
"All You Can Eat

.ft

Monday - Friday
11:30 am - 3 pm
WEEKEND BUFFET
Saturday and Sunday
12:00 Noon -3:00 pm

CU
Moti Mahal
Indian Restaurant
2132 Silas Deane Highway
Rocky Hill
563-2666

$5.99

$7.95

The members of the Academic Affairs
Committee would like to remind students at this
time of the year that plagiarism has severe penalties
for students. This academic year there have been
five cases involving seven students. One has resulted in a one semester suspension. Four resulted
. in censures and one student was admonished. This
it is not recognized on the student's transcript. The
Chair of the Academic Affairs Committee Kathleen
Kete commented that academic dishonesty "shakes
the foundation of the liberal arts system." It undermines the mission of Trinity College which is the
exchange of ideas.
Students are warned not only to be honest
themselves, but also to protect their work from
others. Do not leave discs around the computer
center for students to pick up. Do not lend your
papers out to others. It is the time of year that stress
is high and time is short. The members of the
Academic Affairs Committee would like to remind
students that there are other options besides cheating
in a desperate situation. Above all else, the best
thing to do is speak with your professor and get help
from there.

Interested in becoming
a Sexual Assault

Counselor?
W E ARE LOOKING FOR A FEW GOOD MEN who are inter-

ested in becoming trained peer counselors. As a
peer counselor, you will provide confidential support
and resources during the aftermath of a sexual
assault or harassment. You will also provide services to friends/partners of victims. And you will be
a resource person for a freshman dormitory.
For more information please call Eve Eden, Trinity
College's sexual assault counselor, at x5377.
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Dance Repertory Sets Tone For Next 25 Years
BY BOW JENSEN

Arts Writer

Alas! Spring is finally here in full
bloom and a new year of dance at Trinity is well under way. The Dance Rep^i;tory concert last Thursday and Friday
seemed to be loaded with flocks of dancers on stage. Perhaps it is a sign of the
times, a great movement or mass exodus
to the physical freedom of dance. I hope

as he was not satisfied with any place in
space and had to constantly move to a
new spot with his box pedestal.
Exutar the third piece, was choreographed and performed by Shaakirrah
Sanders('97). The piece was inspired by
a dear friend of Sanders', Patrick
O'Connell, a Trinity graduate and artist
who is dying of AIDS. There were also
some themes of present generational
problems of our age. The stage had an
interesting setup of cushions in a circle,

...dance is something everyone should appreciate, for
although H can be interpreted critically for it's
undermining meaning, it is still a physical manifestation
of emotion.
so, because dance is something everyone
should appreciate, for although it can be
interpreted critically for it's undermining meaning, it is still a physical manifestation of emotion. The body is an
all-purpose tool, a Swiss-army knife if 1
may, which has an ability for any purpose. The Spring Concert proved no different and managed to produce a great
variety of movement and story that was
enjoyable to watch.
Judy Dworin, who collaborated a great
deal in this show, choreographed the first
piece, Fields (1989), which appeared to be
a very ritualized piece. The cluster of
seven dancers functioned as a whole,
practicing movement meditation (much
like Tai-Chi) and slow meaningful gestures.
The second piece, HE (1990, Dwerin
and Martin), was a solo performed by Jeff
Foye '97. The piece seemed to be about
exploration of the body and it's function
within space. Foye kept the audience
along side him throughout the piece by

which Shaakirrah moved in and out of
throughout the piece. The sound track
seemed to set the tone of our generation,
fluctuating like the switching of the
channels on our cable TV. War, Love
songs, violence were all things that tormented her and whipped her in different ways. She finally gathered her
strength and stacked the cushions into
one pile, asserting her control of her own
destiny.
Rebecca Lazier's Short Stories was a
story in four parts. The first part, "Here",
established a community made up of
individuals, which seemed to function
together as a whole unit. This was an
impressive piece to watch with the 14
dancers undulating as a whole and occasionally breaking off in different directions. Part II, "Going", utilized a
smaller group (7 dancers) to break down
the community into smaller units. There
was the use of repetition in this part,
which brought on the metaphor of a
machine with its many parts. Part 111,

ence. He became frustrated eventual!^1*'

was shown as an outsider, who refused
to conform completely to what the other
six dancers were doing. She tried to fit
in, but did not want to conform completely and, as a result, was unacceptable
to the community. Part IV, "There", then
returns to the whole community of 14,
the community is the same, yet we
couldn't help but look at it differently
now.
Judy Dworin's When the Rains Came
(1995) was a serious piece that dealt with
the aftermath of the Chernobyl disaster
within Bulgaria. The piece began with
a powerful monologue of a Bulgarian
woman, who told of the government's
lack of compassion for it's people by not
warning them of the danger of the radioactive rain, or even the occurrence of
the meltdown. The piece was very picturesque using a great deal of umbrellas
to make interesting shelters for the superior people (dressed in black vests),
who were aware of the radioactive rain.
Meanwhile, two dancers (dressed in
white) played innocently in the rain.

purged of her conflict. The piece then
ended with an appearance of purification within herself as the chanting faded
away.
My Body, My Body was the next Judy
Dworin collaboration, which confronted
the issue of gender and the body.
Amanda Firicano '99, Emily Miller '97,
and Christina Tsoules '98 started off as
three heads and one body as a nursery
rhyme-like song plays reiterating that
"it's my body, not your body". The body,
being a giant sack, was shed one at a time
by the dancer, who each had a sack of
their own, to wear. They eventually shed
all as they walked off into the distance,
confident and unafraid.
Last, but certainly not least, was the
African dance piece (Drums intact). The
three different regional dances were high
energy and looked fun. 1 know I wanted
to get out of my seat and dance, as 1
looked around the audience to see several bobbing heads. "Djole" and
"Sorosone" were the first two dances,
which were mainly harvest dances. The

The African dance put a great finish to the night of
dance, and put everyone in high spirits. Much thanks
goes to Abdoulaye Sylla and his crew for their
performances this year.
This dance proved to be the most moving for myself and Judy's ensemble did a
wonderful job.
Melissa Sylvester, a member of Judy's
ensemble, followed next with her Untitled I solo. The music by Tidetan
Monks was quite incredible, and the
deep low chanting gave an ambience of
relaxed meditation. However, there was
not relaxation in all of Melissa's movement, and a definite journey was taking

last, "Kuku", was more of a high energy
celebration dance, with solos being
danced inside a main circle of people.
The African dance put a great finish to
the night of dance, and put everyone in
high spirits. Much thanks goes to
Abdoulaye Sylla and his crew for their
performances this year.
Remember that it's warm outside finally. So dance a jig for whatever reason
you want. It's medicine for the soul.
A S V - dealt, with, iome kind o£ con.ontinues its
events.

The Trinity College Choir performed Evensong
MATTHEW PRINCE
Monday evening in the college chapel. The purpose
of the event is to create a spiritualenvirortnient in > -' ""
which to soothe and relax its listeners.

Write For Arts

TRINITY
STUDENTS/
MORRIS PACKAGE

The Accidentals performed theif final concert of
MATTHEW PRINCE
the year Monday evening at eight o'clock In Hamlin
Hall. There was quite a crowd; the listeners
including President Dobelle.

285 Park Street
Hartford, CT06106

x2589

call Jerry 246-3595
summer and fall schedules available
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Around

ANNOUNCEMENTS

LECTURES
Tues, April 30

Theater...

2:00 PM

As part of the Noah Webster House's American History Lecture Series, Historian Freeman Meyer will
present a talk entitled "Edenic Myth in American History: America as a Garden of Eden." Meyer will probe
the mind-sets of European colonists using William
Shakespeare's The Tempest as a basis for discussion.
Admission is included in general admission to the museum, ranging from $4 to $5. For more information, call
(860) 521-5362.

A fight broke out in the Cave this past
"Wednesday, Campus Safety, trying to
save face from the dangerous Smith
painting fiasco of last week, rushed to the
scene, dispersing the crowd and breaking
up the fight. But much to their chagrin,
the fight was actually staged as part of a
Theater and Dance acting class. The
burning question for Around Trinity is
whether Campus Safety is really acting.

The Charter Oak Cultural Center will present a poetry reading featuring Lonnie Black, Cindy Brown Austin, Mixashawn, and Clymenza Hawkins in celebration
of African-American poetry in Hartford. Admission
prices range from $1 to $5. This is an official Hartford
Black History Project Event.

.-And Dance

Wed, May 1

Part-alum band Betty played at
Hallapalooza this past Saturday evening.
While Trinity students are not known
for being particularly adept moshers, it
would seem to be common sense that
when stage diving, be certain that there
is a crowd beneath you to support your
feeble attempt at surfing. This drunken
soldier in misfortune, however, was not
so clever, and fell splat on the ground.

Social Critique
The Mighty Mighty Bosstones were
asked after their performance how they
thought it went. It is reported that their
response was, "Seemed like a bunch of
frat kids who wouldn't attend our concerts normally." Funny that, coming from
a band which is banned from Tufts University for raping a student...

Tues, April 30

Lame Duck
The Student Government Association held its last meeting this Monday.-4s.
to be expected, nothing of any "imp^r-"
tance' was accomplished. Yet as" a symbolic gesture, the senators sent paperairplanes soaring through the air. The
symbolism? The crash of the worst Student Government Senate in ages. For a
president who campaigned, tp be the "outsider" to SGA, through his tenure, SadikKhan rendered himself "just like one of
the boys." But hey, it sure makes us feel
better about Marlon.

No Accident
President Dobelle attended the
Accidentals' final concert this past Monday in Hamlin. As the Accidentals gently
crooned the words to "And So It Goes,"
tears welled up in Dobelle's eyes. As an
aside, it is reported that his favorite tune
was "Istanbul (Not Constantinople)." AT
doesn't find this particularly surprising,
considering Dobelle's empahsis on international studies.

...And Good-bye!
ATwovtld like to wish all seniors the
best of luck in their adventures beyond
Trinity. To everyone, have a safe and
pleasant summer.

7:30 PM

7:30 PM

The Latin American and Spanish Film Series will
present Zoot Suit in the Life Sciences Auditorium. Preceding the film will be a talk by Trinity College Professor of History Cheryl Greenberg. The film is free for all
and does include English subtitles. Call (860) 297-5198
for more information.

Sat, May 4

1:00 PM

The Yak University Art Gallery presents a gallery
talk by Curator of Prints, Drawings, and Photographs,
Richard S. Field, entitled "Master Prints and Drawings
From the Renaissance to the Present." Call (860) 4320600 for more information.

Chapel Happenings
Wednesday, May 1
5-30 PM

While Spring Weekend is mostly consumed with swilling beer on the quad,
basking in the sun, and playing far too
much frisbee, a small part is provided by
TCAC on Sunday afternoon. Funded with
thousands of dollars allocated specifically for Spring Weekend, TCAC promised that the bands would be really really
good this year. Around Trinitywondeis
what TCAC plans to do with the obvious
savings from this concert, as they instead
brought a has-been punk band, a token
hip-hop group, and a band that's at Trinity practically every weekend anyhow.
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Carillon Guild

Sunday, May 5
1:00 PM
5:00 PM

Episcopal Holy Eucharist
Rev; Steven Charleston, Chaplain
Roman Catholic Mass
Rev, Raymond Smialowski

Wed, May 1

12:05 PM

South Church's final concert in their "Enrich Your
Lunch!" series featuring "I Giovani Solisti," a string ensemble from the West Hartford Public Schools, under the
direction of Edwin C deGroat. Luncheon may be purchased for $2.99. Call (860) 223-7555 for more information.

Fri,May3

8:00 PM

The Woodland Concert Series will present "Blame It
On My Youth - An Evening With David Dalena" at the
Immanuel Congregational Church of Hartford. Works
by Irving Berlin, Cole Porter, and Rogers and Hart will
be among the featured performances. Accompanying
Dalena will be a piano, bass, and drum trio lead by Brian
Patton. Tickets range from $5 to $7. Call (860) 527-8121
for more information.

Fri-Sat,May3-4

8:00 PM

Pianist Marvin Hamlisch presents a cabaret-style performance at the Jorgensen Auditorium of Storrs. In celebration of Jorgensen's 40th season, a champagne
reception will follow the performance. Ticket prices
range from $8 to $15. Call (860) 486-4226 for more information.

Tues - Wed, May 7 - 8

8:00 PM

The Hartford Symphony Orchestra will conclude its
1995-96 season with a celebration of the triumph of the
human spirit. Featured works include Beethoven's Ninth
Symphony and Schoenberg's A Survivor From Warsaw.
The orchestra will be under the direction of Michael
Lankester and will be joined by the Hartford Chorale,
the Connecticut State University Concert Choir, Soprano
Jane Thorngren, Mezzo-Soprano Ann Maria Silvestri,
Tenor Walter MacNeil, and Baritone Richard Salter. Tickets range from $15 to $45. For more information, call
(860)246-6807.

Special Notice From The Bushnell
The Bushnell has announced the opening of ticket
sales for the four-and-a-half week runforthe Broadway
blockbuster musical, Miss Saigon. The show was writLesMiserahleshme. The show will run from December
14 throughjanuary 12. At this time, the box office is only
offering tickets for mail orders and group«las*JS»fc«ft>
prices range from $16 to $66. Call (860) 246-6807 for
more information.

CINESTUDIO
Broken Arrow (R)

Wed - Sat 7:30 PM

Directed byJohn Woo. Screenplay by Graham Yost. Director of photography, Peter Levy. Castjohn Travolta, Christian Slater, Samantha Mathis, Delroy Lindo. Put together John Woo, Hong Kong's action auteur, with the screenwriter
of Speed, and you have a film with a breathless pace and mind-blowing pyrotechnics that ignite ah out of body experience. John Travolta, with an arrogance born of Brooklyn, is a military pilot who hijacks a delivery of nuclear warheads. Christian Slater and Samantha Mathis are on the side of the angels, trying to stop Travolta before he blows the
i Southwest into oblivion. For a true sensory jolt, watch this one sitting in the first few rows. "Blink and you could miss
.something completely outrageous..."Janet Maslin.NewYorkTimes. 110 min.

Beautiful Girls (R)

Fri - Sat 9:50 PM

(1995) Directed by Ted Demme. Wri tten by Scott Rosenberg. Cast: Matt Dillon, Michael Rapaport, Martha Plimpton,
Mira Sorvino, Lauren Holly, Timothy Hutton, Natalie Portman, Uma Thurman, Rosie O'Donnell. A high school reunion in a small town in Massachusetts brings together a bunch of friends who are shocked to find themselves looking
at the wrong side of 30. Matt Dillon and Michael Rapaport are the guys who stayed put and Timothy Hutton is the one
who got away, but they all share a certain confusion when it comes to finding (and keeping) a woman. The wonderful
cast of actors in this romantic comedy click from beginning to end, just as they are meant to do in a perfect world.
Special kudos must go to Rosie O'Donnell and her largely improvised rave on the impossible ideal of beauty for girls.
113min.

Casablanca (NR)

Sun 2:30 PM; Sun - Tues 7:30 PM

(1943) Director Michael Curtiz. Screenplay by JuliusJ. Epstein, Phillip G: Epstein, and Howard Koch. 'Music by Max
Steiner. Cast: Humphrey Bogart, Ingrid Bergman, Paul Henried, Peter Lqrre, Dooley Wilson, Sydney Greenstreet. A
repeat command performance of the film that defines "movie magic," Casablanca "keeps on casting its romantic spell
on new generations of fans. Humphrey Bogart is unforgettable as the owner of Riek's Cafe, a seething point of entry for
refugees, collaborators, and resistance fighters during World War II.: As Rick", he presides over the multitude of human
dramas with an ironic eye; that is, until the arrival of his lost love, lisa (Ingrid Bergman). "I willojferone urgent piece of
advice;ijthere is any way you can see this movie in 35mm in a theater, do it." RogerEbert. 102min.

Fargo (R)

Wed - Sat 7:30 PM

(1996) Directed by Joel Coen. Written byjoel Coen and Ethan Coen. Cast: Frances Mcbormand, Steve Buscemi, Peter
Stormare. The latest film by Joel and Ethan Coen (Barton Fink, Blood Simple) hits new heights of dry humor and
inventive storytelling. Set largely in the Coen's home territory of Minnesota, it begins as a salesman hires two unbalanced hoods to kidnap his own wife. Hot on their trail is the town's pregnant police chief, in a wonderfully idiosyncratic performance by Frances McDormand. The twists and turns of the story are infused with the filmmakers' affection
for their home turf, and a bunch of characters so unhip that they actually become hip. 95 min.
compiled by Christine McCarthy McMorris
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Wed, May 1
The Promenade Gallery at the Bushnell will feature
art work by Hartford, West Hartford, and Bloomfield,
Story quilts and masks by first, second, and third graders will be among the featured works of the exhibit. The
exhibit is slated to run through June 7. For more information, call (860) 987-0000.

To All Trinity Athletes
The Trinity College Department of Athletics would
like to ask all athletes to empty their lockers in the
Ferris Athletic Center by Monday, May 6. They are also
reminded to return athletic equipment, locks, and towels to the equipment room. Please call (860) 297-2057
for more information.

Wednesday, May 1
8:30 PM

Toad's Place of New Haven presents "Groove Fiction Sex Ceremony", "The Gathering", and
"Atmosfear". Allagesare welcome.
Doors open at 7:30 PM. Call (860)
624-8623 for more information.

Friday,'May 3
Fri, May 3

Legislative Internship Stipends

The University of Connecticut's William Benton
Museum of Art will present part two of its Master of
Fine Arts Student Exhibition. The exhibit features work
by five of the university's Master of Fine Arts candidates
and will run through May 19. For more information,
call (860) 486-4520.

The William Cotter Congressional Internship Fund
is available to students doing internships with any
United States Senator or Representative. The fund was
set up in memory of Representative William Cotter'49
of Trinity College. Preference will be given to students
interning with Connecticut Senators or Representatives. Statements of need and lettersof acceptance from
the congressman must be submitted to the internship
office by May 15.

Sat, May 4
The Farmington Valley Arts Center of Avon will offer two workshops with limited space available. One
involves the painting of a traditional floorcloth and the
second for advanced potters in surface decoration and
glazing. Prices for these workshops range from $15 to
$50. For more information, call (860) 678-1867.

Sat, May 4

7:00 PM

The Farmington Valley Arts Center of Avon presents
a special program entitled "Palate To Palette." The
evening includes fine cuisines, dancing, and opportunities to speak with various artists from the area. Tickets are $45 in advance and $50 at the door. Call (860)
678-1867 for more information.

Sun, May 5

4:00 PM

The University of Connecticut's William Benton
Museum of Art will present a slide lecture by Gay
Myers, painting conservator, entitled "Painting Techniques Of The American Impressionists." For more information, call (860) 486-4520.

Sun, May 5
The Farmington Valley Arts Center of Avon will offer a workshop on Unix finishing with ragging and
sponging. Tuition costs for the workshop ranges from
5J-5.IO.J50.

U
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6:30 PM

Sunday, May 5
8:00 PM

Trinity Honors Day
This year's annual Honors Day ceremony will be held
on Friday, May 3 at 3:30 PM in the Mather Chapel. The
ceremony will be preceded with organ preludes by Richard Guerriere '96, Page Fairman '96, and Trinity College Organistjohn Rose. A number of students will be
receiving awards. Call (860) 297-2011 for more information.

8:30 PM

Help Write An Art History Text
Art Education for the Blind, a not-for-profit organization based in New York, NY, is seeking enthusiastic
college students for a unique internship. Interns would
be involved with a 22-volume art history text book to
be called Art History Jhorugh Touch and Sound. Interested students should either contact the Trinity College
Internship Office or call (212) 879-5100 for more
information.

Find Jobs On-line
JOBTR AK, an on-line listing service provided by college and university centers and JOBTRAK Corporation,
announces a world wide web page designed to help students find jobs The page's address is http/V
wivwjubt I n k.u)til 1 he job leads .u e specilic_ally u r

i

Toad's Place of New Haven pre sents "Shelter", "Downset", and
"Dog Eat Dog + H2O". A11 ages are
welcome. Doors open at 6:00 PM.
Thisconcert will be followed by an
18 and over show featuri ng "Shake
down". Call (860) 624-8623 for
more information.
"After Dark", one of Trinity's a
capella groups presents its final
concert of the year - "After Dark All Dressed Up" in Hamlin Hall.
Other featured performances include "The Wheatones" from
Wheaton College and, in their debut performance, Trinity College's
"Out Of Uniforms."
Toad's Place of New Haven pre sents "Dada", "Gravityhead", and
"Eclectic Nobody's". Doors open at
7:30 PM. All ages are welcome.
Call (860) 624-8623 for more information.

Monday, May 6
8:30 PM

Toad's Place of New Haven presents "God Lives Underwater",
"Far", and "Godbox". Doors open at
7:30 PM. All ages are welcome.
Call (860) 624-8623 for more information.

Bistro Jane wishes
the senior Tripod
staff good luck in
the iututeltt

HELP WANTED

Now PLAYING,
E l m T h e a t e r - New Britain Avenue, next to Shawmut Bank
Prices: $3.50 general admission
For schedule information, call (860) 232-2820
All times valid through Thursday, May 2
Mr. Holland's Opus (PG) 7:00 PM
Sense And Sensibility (PG) 7:00 PM
Fargo (R) 9:40 PM
The Postman (PG) 9:40 PM

NewingtOll Cinema - 3250 Berlin Turnpike
Prices: $5.50 adults; $3.50 matinees before 6 PM
For schedule information, call (860) 666-1401
All times valid through Thursday, May 2
Fargo (R) 7:15 PM, 9:30 PM
Up Close & Personal (PG-13) 7:00 PM, 9:20 PM
Braveheart(R) 8:00 PM

Showcase Cinema - 936 Silver Lane
Prices: $7.25 general admission; $4.50 matinees before 6 PM
For schedule information, call (860) 568-8810
All times valid through Thursday, May 2
Thin Line (R) 1'25 PM 4:15 PM, 5:30 PM, 7:00 PM, 7:45 PM, 9:20 PM, 10:05 PM, 11:40 PM, 12:20 AM
The Substitute (R) 12:30 PM, 1:00 PM, 2:55 PM, 3:45 PM, 5:15 PM, 7:20 PM, 7:50 PM, 9:45 PM, 10:20 PM, 12:20 AM
The Quest (PG-13) 12:40 PM, 2:50 PM, 4:55 PM, 7:35 PM, 10:00 PM, 12:00 AM
The Birdcage (R) 12:55 PM, 4:05 PM, 7:10 PM, 9:45 PM, 12:05 AM
Sunset Park (R) 12:30 PM, 1:00 PM, 3:10 PM, 4:05 PM, 5:20 PM, 7.10 PM, 7:50 PM, 9:45 PM, 10:10 PM, 12:05 AM
. Primal Fear (R) 1:15 PM, 3:55 PM, 7:05 PM, 10:00 PM, 12:25 AM
Oliver & Company (G) 1:20 PM, 3:20 PM
Mulholland Falls (R) 12:30 PM, 2:45 PM, 5:10 PM, 7:40 PM, 10:15 PM, 12:30 AM
Mrs Winterbourne (PG-13) 12:40 PM, 3:00 PM, 5:15 PM, 7:30 PM, 9:50 PM, 12:00 AM
James And The Giant Peach (PG) 1:10 PM, 3:15 PM, 5:25 PM, 7:15 PM, 9:15 PM
Fear (R) 12:35 PM, 2:45 PM, 5:00 PM, 7:25 PM, 9:35 PM, 11:30 PM
Celtic Pride (PG-13) 12:45 PM, 3:05 PM, 5:10 PM, 8:00 PM, 10:10 PM, 12:15 AM

PART TIME WORK
CALL VOLPE'S SPORTS KITCHEN

(203) 525-1605
PAID INTERNSHIPS
SEEKING COMPUTER SERVICES AND EDUCATION INTERNS
ASSIST WITH VARIOUS PROJECTS OVER SUMMER

CALL (860) 585-0419
TUNXIS RECYCLING OPERATING COMMITTEE

Congratulations To AH The Senior
Tripoli Staff Members -~ We Wish
YqtiWeHU!
To AH The UnderclassmenWRITE FOR THE TRIPODHJ
Call Ext 2589 If Interested!
HOPE YOU HAVE LOTSA
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What's Cookin' In Hamlin?

6^
mphey,; also preserve t^
where you can reflect wheire you've bfeen

The political science table meets for lunch in Hamlin Hall every LAURA BLACKWELL
Friday. This tradition was started by professors Jack
Chatf ield and Renny Fulco.

:

BY SHARA ABRAHAM AND JEFF PYLE
Senior Editor and Contributing Writer

"As:;!oB:;RJlM;£^

The sign on the table may read "Reserved for the Political Science Department," but conversation at this Friday
lunch table in Hamlin Hall ranges from
academic freedom, to the Baltimore Orioles, to presidential politics, to the occasional invocation of the memory of John
C. Calhoun.

ers maintained that most crimes are not
committed by neighborhood children
and that an "open" campus gives neighborhood children a valuable and safe
environment in which to spend their
carefree hours.
The conversation also addresses
broader issues such as current events
and political trends. Since many of the
table "regulars" are history majors, there
is a tendency to point out parallels between past and present. For instance,

Alas, the pasts of Trinity's finest have been tarnished
by a variety of innocent minor misdemeanors! And
you thought historians were a bore.
This informal weekly gathering of
students and professors began several
years ago as the brainchild of Professors
Renny Fulco and Jack Chatfield. Its current members include the reigning seniors Shara Abraham, Keyne Barry, K.

be.*

DobeUe (el Presidente)

"Their vitality and friendliness has been very much, noted
and appreciated by Campus Safety, more so this year •
than in others, and we; miss them already,"

one student compared the Freemen of
Montana with John C. Calhoun. Derby's
retort: "You have offended mah honah."
Occassionally, the Friday diners throw
formality to the wind. In anticipation of
the mayhem of Spring Weekend at Trin-

Erskine, and Josh Freely, and underclass- were eager to share their past criminal
men Greg Bader '97, Jeff Pyle '97, Gillian records. One student fondly rememMueller '97, Rob Witherwax '98, and Jim bered being banned from the Mount
Holyoke Campus for offending a campus
Washbum'97.
The conversation a t this table often safety officer. Alas, the pasts of Trinity's
centers around campus issues. For ex- finest have been tarnished by a variety
ample, last Friday, members of the table of innocent minor misdemeanors! And
debated the question of whether neigh- you thought historians were a bore.
borhood children should be permitted to " For some members of the table, the
play on the campus grounds arid use the Friday lunch hour has come to a close.
Last Friday, the table bid a finalfarewell
college's facilities.
One student argued that closing the to its graduating seniors. Chatfield excampus would reduce the likelihood of tended his fondest wishes: "there will altheft and vandalism at the college. Oth- ways be an empty seat here for you."

-Brian Kelly fDir. Campus Safety)
"
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-Vtnceut Salvadofe (Post Office)
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WISDOM TEETH
OHI& Wisdom teeth removal-^.
by a Board Certified Oral
Surgeon and a stipend in
exchange for your opinion
on a pain relief medication
following oral surgery!
Call:

"

f

1 -800-234-4388

or 724-O59O
if Karifon! Gender Jtor (Jlinical R

West Hartfowl Denial Unit1

EftftJ

•

Things the class of *96 will miss about Trinity...
10. Ain't nothin' like some Breto's and a Beast
at3AM. .
9. The grammatically challenged reading mate
rial distributed on Tuesday nights in Mather.
8. All those Beautiful People as far as the eye
can see.
7. It'll take more than bleached blonde hair and a
fake-a-bake tan to make it in the Real World.
6. What should we do with our Clubs and
fake IDs?
5. Being woken up at 11 AM on a Saturday by those
. lovely chapel bells.
4. SNAPPLEFORABUCK!
3. Electing a new President only happens every
FOUR years in the Real World.
2, Two words: Bistro Jane.
'
1, And oh...you know, you'll miss the walk of'
shame
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The Next To Last Word...

One Last Hurrah Madame Zorind6
plishment was overwhelming and incredibly saddening. I can only imagine
what it is going to feel like on May 19th.
There are so many more memories:
At our last Tripod meeting of the year, too many to list - many good, many bad,
Mark Mentone '96, former Sports Editor but all experiences that have enriched
and current Senior Editor asked of us my life. Now, with less than three weeks
that we please spare him by refraining left, I have become the walking epitome
from the sappy "this-is-my-last-article- of nostaligia. It takes only a sunny day
ever-and-boy-am-I-going-to-miss-Trin- and a glace at the chapel, in all its glory,
ity" song and dance that some senior for me to have to break open yet another
usually sings at the end of each year. box of tissues.
Well, Mentone, here's to you, because you
The memories I have gathered here
and I both know, behind all that hyped will burn inside of me for the rest of my
up pretense, that you are going to miss life. Those that are the most important
Trinity just as must as I will. The only to me are not the ones of me sitting in a
difference is that I am woman enough to classroom or even those of me in thebasement of some fraternity at late
admit to it.
Freshman year, my parents dropped night; they are the memories of me and
BY WHITNEY POMEROY
Managing Editor

There are so many more memories: too many to list
- many good, many bad, but all experiences that
have enriched my life. Now, with less than three
weeks left, 1 have become the walking epitome of
nostaligia.
me off at Trinity on a sunny, yet dreaded
day in August. As I was unpacking, my
new roommate walked in. Skinny,
blonde, wearing a short yellow skirt, and
seemingly with the confidence that I
was lacking at the time. It took all my
power not to turn to my mother and cry,
"Mommy, take me home." I wanted to
sob my eyes out as they left, and my
mother still jokes that I broke her heart
as I pressed my face against the window
and watched them drive away. (Although I think that she tends to dramatize that part of the story for effect.)
Two weeks later, I was bonding as
1 never had before and probably never

my friends coming together, the memories of late nights at the Tripod office
learning how to produce a newspaper
and the memories of my friends and I
pulling ourselves through the difficult
times. It is memories of us all trying to
fit in freshman year and by junior year
trying not to fit in.
So now I leave. Like everything else in
one's life, the memory of Trinity will
probably fade, but I will never forget the
people I have met, the people I have
grown to love, the look of the Quad early
in the morning with the sun coming up
and the dew on the grass still wet, this
damn newspaper and all that Trinity has

will hereafter with a , b y r ^ h ^

Fronman-Robb. The memories 1 have
from there are ones of a bunch of freshman coming together, all of us scared, all
of us pretending to know it all, and
knowing close to nothing.
The following year, I discovered after
$1000 worth of reconstructive surgery
on my broken nose that Rugby was not
the sport for me. I walked away from that
initial six hour hospital experience, after that day in practice when someone
decided that my nose needed a ninety
degree inward turn towards my face,
with a new friend.
A cute little funny girl who lived on
my hall, whose name I barely knew, took
me to the hospital, and made me laugh
in a not so funny time. Now, that cute
little funny girl and I, and a fellow second floor Frobbie will be embarking
across the United States in a few weeks
off to cause trouble somewhere, no
doubt.
Yesterday I handed in my final paper
for my Senior Seminar, and as I walked
down the Long Walk, I realized that I had
finished my major. The sense of accom-

to explain the way that I compose an article. I write it, I spell check it, and I hand
it in. That's probably an indication of the
level of writing that I achieve, but hell, I
have fun. It is now 5:30 am on Tuesday
morning: Annemarie, Shackelford, Matt
and I are still down in the office trying to
produce this final issue of the Tripod for
the year, there are a million loose ends yet
to be tied up, and all I can do is sit and
stare at this article. Words can not possibly communicate even in the slightest the
kind of experience that I have had. All I
can say is that: Seniors, you understand
me. The rest of you can just shrug this
article off as a big space filler. It's really
just a pathetic attempt from a sentimental senior to say thank you.
That's all. Although I am certainly
ready to move on, what can I say, I am
going to miss this place. $100,000 is a
high price to pay for a set of memories,
but frankly, they've been worth it. And
you know what else, I know that even
Mark Mentone, who spent his last Spring
Weekend listening to the bands doing
work in the Tripod office, will miss it too.

Acmsr

Summer Jobs
Campaign Jobs
Fight to protect the enviroment, consumer rights and social justice. Learn
campaign skills, build resume. Paid
Training.

Citizen Action, 347-1503

Reads The Stars For You
From Beyond The Grave...
TAURUS

SCORFIO

APR 20 - MAY 20

For the first time in quite a while, you
are actually happy. Maybe it's because the year is over or maybe it's
because you're finally getting laid.
No, that can't be it. This week take
some time to appreciate your surroundings and for you senior Tauri,
stop being an insensitive jerk. Take
time to say goodbye to everyone for
you won't see them again and they
deserve a goodbye at the very least.

OCT23-NOV21

Your luck hasn't been the best lately,
but it is improving. You are in for a
successful summer, but its overall
fate is in your hands. Try to play your
cards carefully and you will get
what you need...and hopefully not
what's been coming to you. Your
lucky month isjuly, so count on that
time as your break from a stressful
year.

SAGITTARIUS

GEMINI

NOV22-DE.C2I

MAY 21 -XINZO
Let it go. You know what 1 mean...it's
just not going to happen this year.
Stop beating yourself up for falling
into their traps. As I've said time and
time again, you have a bad habit of
falling for the wrong people and
maybe it's time to realize that nice
people are OK to like too. Not all
blondes are ditzes, but the ones you
like are, so stay away from them this
summer!
Jt

CANCER
JUN2I -JL1L22

Maybe you haven't accomplished everything you thought you would this
year, but that's the way it goes. Don't
let others tell you how to live your
Ufe^to^^xf^s^iahLiQjraiXh^
while break, both emotionally and
phy5ically...I know you haven't forgotten what I'm talking about. Just
remember, t's like riding a bike...

LEO
JUL23-AUG22
Don't listen to all of the flack that
you are receiving for it either...you
friends are just jealous. But who isn't
jealous of you? This summer, you
will have an opportunity for true
happiness. Take the opportunity to
keep busy working and playing.
Around mid-June the stars predict
that you will meet a tall stranger
who will quickly will your heart.
Enjoy, you deserve it.
. . ' ,.,..'.
VIRGO
AUG25-5QT22

You killed me! It has been said in certain astrological circles that
Saggitarius' can have a nasty disposition, but now I know it's true! Well,
it's not the fault of all Sagittarius sign
children that I'm now writing from
the grave, but don't think I'll forget
this...you know who you are. This
summer will be busy and full of
work. Don't let it bog you down, for
you will need a lot of time to yourself. And P.S...stop murdering innocent astrologists!!!

f

CAPRICORN
DE.C22-JAN I?

Your moods are changing hourly
lately. Pick an emotion and run
with it; it may be the end of the year.
to act up! This summer you will
have time to reflect on your year and
decide what you want from the future. The stars predict that you will
have a productive summer for working, but you will have to work to fit
in time for playing. But then again,
it's hard enough to please you people
regularly, the summer won't be any
different.

AQUARIUS
JAN2O-TE5 is
Take a break from the routine for
once and have some fun this break.
The stars predict that you will have
a break from work, so take advantage of it and party with some
friends that you haven't seen in a
"while and some new friends.-Your
lucky numbers this summer are 4
and 7.
MM.

The year has finally ended and it's
been an odd one. However odd it's
been you've made it through and
there is a lot awaiting you in the future. Take the time this summer to
figure things out before you start over
next year. July will be an especially
lucky month for you. Keep your eyes
open for new opportunities and be
impulsive...for once!

LIBRA

PISCES
FE.5 l?-MAR20
Don't jump ahead to next year before
you even end this year! You have the
summer to get through first, so don't
make any plans in your head before
you live through the next few
months. Let things happen this
summer...and they will really happen for you. Your luck is not
bad.andin June things are looking
up.

SE.PT 25 -OCT 22

You've been pretty lucky lately. The
stars have been kind toyou and your
luck continues this summer. Aside
from the fact thatjuly will be a busy
month, you'll make up for it in August. Don't waste your time just sitting around and watching the tube.
Get out there and conquer some
flesh! Don't hold back and be
shy...that act hasn't gotten you very
far this year.

ARIES
MAR 21 -APR \9

You have a lot offriends here at Trinity, but it's time to make more than
friends...it's more fun that way. Give
it a chance; what seems like purely
friendship may soon turn out to be
something more...you're not always
right. You do know that don't you?
And if you admit that...this summer's
lookin' pood.

SPORTS
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1996 Trinity Athletes Honored For Achievements
this award, which annually honors the
junior woman who is voted most outstanding in athletics and scholarship.
Altshul is a member of both the field
hockey and women's lacrosse teams at
Trinity.

BY AL CARBONE

Sports Information Director

The Trinity College Athletic Department announced the winners of this
year's Special Athletic Honors at a reception held last night. President Dobelle
was the master of ceremonies, while the
athletes received their awards from their
individual coaches and Athletic Director RichardJ. Hazelton. The winners are
as follows:
George Sheldon McCook TrophyKeith J. Wolff of Manchester, Ct earned
this award, which is annually given to
the senior male who exhibits diligence,
conscientiousness, manliness, courtesy,
self-control, and honor at all times, especially in athletic contests. This is the
most prestigious award that a male athlete can earn at Trinity. Wolff was a
three-year starter on the men's basketball team was named NESCAC CoPlayer of the Year, ECAC First Team
All-New England, and Third Team AilAmerican by Basketball Times.
Trinity Club of Hartford AwardKara M, Ryczek of Longmeadow, Ma.,
was honored with this award, which is
the most coveted award that a female
athlete can earn while at Trinity. The
winner must be a senior woman of good
scholastic standing and with distinction
in athletics. She must have shown diligence and conscientiousness in drill,
training, discipline, as well as dependability in practice, courtesy, self-control,
uprightness, and honor. Ryczek was the
captain of Trinity's ECAC semi-finalist
basketball team and was a Third Team
Brine/IWLCA All American last season
for the NCAA Quarterfinalist women's

Robert R. Bartlett Awards- Susan B.
Taylor of Honolulu, Hi and James H. B.
Washburnof Yardley.Pa, are this year's
recipients of the Bartlett Award, which
annually honor a male and female student who have combined excellence in
athletics with devotion to community
and/or campus service. Both Taylor and
Washburn are members of the crew
teams at Trinity.

Trinity students were individually honored on Monday at President
Dobelle's house

lacrosse team.
ECAC Student-Athlete Award- Wolff
was honored with this award, which is
presented annually to the senior male
who is voted the most outstanding in
athletics and scholarship. In addition to
his basketball accolades, Wolff was
named as a GTE First Team College Division Academic All-American, the first
Trinity student-athlete to ever be named
to such a honor. This is the second season in a row that Wolff has received this
type of award, as he was the recipient of
the 1995 Harron Award, which is
awarded to the junior male voted most
outstanding in athletics and scholarship.
Bob Harron Award- Joseph P.

10 % Discount
for
Trinity College Students
At
MAIL BOXES ETC

FILE PHOTO

DeAngelis of Springfield, Ma, received
this award as a result of his excellence
in both athletics and academics. It is
presented annually to the junior male
who is voted most outstanding in athletics and scholarship. DeAngelis is a member of the varsity football and track
teams at Trinity and, academically, is the
highest ranked student in the junior
class.
Susan E. Martin Award- S. Mali
Barkman of Bloomington, In, is the recipient of the Martin Award this year,
which is presented annually to the senior woman who has combined excellence on the fields of competition with
excellence in the classroom. Barkman
was a member of, and a four-year
lettefwinner on, the field hockey team
and was a part of an ECAC championpearance in 1993.
Board of Fellows Award- Katherine
W. Altshul of New Haven, Ct, received

BY R. B. DAVIDSON MACLAREN

Sports Writer

Having trouble 0$your stuff home from college? Let your local
Mail Boxes Etc? Center pack and ship it for you. From computers
and stereos to boxes of books and furniture, Mail Boxes Etc, can
solve your packing and shipping problems.
Call or visit us today.
5 1 3 MAJLBCKESETC
IT'S N O T WHAT WK DO.
i.\tit

BRING IN THIS AD OR A STUDENT I.D. TO EITHER OF OUR CONVENIENT LOCATIONS AND RECEIVE A 10% DISCOUNT ON
YOUR HOME FROM SCHOOL PACKING & SHIPPING NEEDS
1028 BOULEVARD
.
WEST HARTFORD, CT 06119
(860)232-2767

(Across from The Spigot)

41 CROSSROADS PLAZA
WEST HARTFORD, CT 06117
(860)231-0037
(Bishops Corner - Behind
Waldbaums)

The Trinity Bantam Award-Janet K.
Willard of West Hartford, Ct, was given
the 1996 Bantam Award, which is presented annually to a non-student who
has made a distinguished contribution
to the Trinity sports program. Willard is
the Assistant to the Athletic Director and
has been the woman behind the scenes
for every schedule, hotel, and bus trip for
Trinity athletics. Her countless hours of
dedication to Trinity athletics are rewarded with this accolade.
Blanket Awards- Myron Thomas of
Detroit, Mi., and Meredith Minerd of
WestNewton,Ma., are awarded the Blanket Award for nine varsity letters in three
three letters in football, indoor track, and
outdoor track. Minerd lettered tour times
in cross country, three in outdoor track,
and two in indoor track.

Equestrian Team Competes
The resurgence of the Trinity College
Equestrian Team as a competitor in the
Connecticut region was led by team captain Stephanie Bovee '96 and energized
by riders Courtney French '98, Laura
McCarthy '99, Liz Rohfritch '99 and Amy
Turner '97.

in* tow fc'fttiWtafoiiBf^Bjuiinmmi M smta'^txii

Larry Silver Award- Heather
Champoux of Nantucket, Ma., was honored with this award, which goes annually to the student who, by vote of the
Athletic Department staff, has contributed most to the Trinity athletic program
as a non player. Champoux has served
as a student athletic trainer for four years
and has been invaluable to the Athletic
Training staff.

Laura McCarthy rides at
the UConn show

FILEPHOTO

Bovee, the first Trinity horsewoman to
qualify for regional competition in at
least four years, earned her ranking with
a second place finish in the Novice Flat
Equitation division at Wesleyan University, two fifth place ribbons for Intermediate Flat Equitation and Intermediate
Fences at the University of Connecticut's
regular season meet.
She also had strong third and. fourth
place showings in Intermediate Flat Equitation and Intermediate Fences at the

University of Rhode Island. Although
her performance in the regional meet at
the University of Connecticut did not
match the successes she enjoyed earlier
in the year, Bovee considers her eligibility for upper level tournaments an accomplishment in itself and stresses that
her appearance and participation in
such events is necessary for bettering
Trinity College's relationship with the
Intercollegiate Horse Show Association
(IHSA).
It is not only Trinity College's relationship with IHSA that is improving; over
the course of the year the team advanced
three place standings in the region and
collected a record 23 points.
Rohfritch received third place honors
in Beginning Walk/Trot/Canter at the
University of Connecticut and achieved
a first place finish in the same division
at the University of Rhode Island.
Such a performance is indicative of the
rewarding season that the Trinity College Equestrian Team can expect next
year, especially if the younger riders remain with the sport.
;
French, one of the newly elected 199697 co-captains who collected a handful
of second and third place awards this
year, said that she expects the returning
team "to change the IHSA's opinion of
Trinity as a non-competitive equestrian
team."
Trinity, said French, will never challenge the University of Connecticut and
similar schools on a program level because the team lacks the depth and resources of its neighbors.
Despite this disadvantage, French and
rider Turner, believe that Trinity's individual horsewomen and horsemen are as
individually talented as any in the state
of Connecticut.
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Disappointing Season Continues With Three More Losses
BY MUNCHKIN
Sports Writer

No doubt about it. It has, indeed, been an up-and-down
season for the Bantam Softball
squad. The actions of this past
week have only been a justification of this theory. After winning a pair of games early in the
week over Albertus Magnus
and Mount Holyoke, the Bants
seemed to be on the right track
toward a positive end to a somewhat disappointing season. But,
things began to unravel at home
on Thursday afternoon as the
Bantams fell to Teikyo-Post before being swept in a doubleheader at archrival Williams on
Saturday.
Monday's victory over
Albertus Magnus was a big confidence booster for the team, as
it had fallen into a tailspin over
the past several weeks, dropping five of the six contests.
With the win under their belts,
the Bantams traveled to Western Massachusetts for a Tuesday
afternoon tangle with the Lions
of Mount Holyoke. Both teams
jumped quickly out of the box,
scoring two runs apiece in the
opening frame. The contest remained scoreless until the Bantams came to bat in the fourth.
Freshman designated hitter
Carly Geeza O-for-3, double, 2
RBI) started things with a
single, and senior catcher
Laurie Small's safety advanced
Geeza to second before sopho-

more right fielder Christina
Tsoules reached on a bunt
single to load the bases. Then,
senior third baseman Sue
Church stepped up and gave the
Bantams the lead for good,
drilling a three-run single to the
gap in right center field. The
Bantams tacked on two more
runs in the inning and returned
to Hartford with a 7-4 triumph
and a new, two-game winning
streak. "That's two wins," said
one Bantam. "I think they call
that a streak." Freshman center
fielder Meredith Tarbell echoed
those positive words. "This is the
start of our second season," she
said. "We're just getting warmed
up."

paced the offensive attack.
With frustrations of game
one behind them, the Bantams
took to the field in game two in
hopes of stealing a victory and
heading back to Spring Weekend on a positive note. It was
not meant to be as the Ephs
plated a pair of runs in both the
second and third innings and
cruised to a 7-2 triumph. Graham pitched well in defeat but
was victimized by four Bantam
errors. "We just can't make mistakes like that," said Hanlon.
"We have to be on top of our
game all the time and avoid
making mental mistakes."
Hanlon again led the Bantam
offensive corps, picking up a
pair of hits and stealing a base.
But, as has been the case all
Freshman second baseman
season long, someone threw the
Tricia
Malinowski also stood
Bantams hot streak into the
out
for
the vistors, collecting a
freezer. The team's fortunes repair of singles in the defeat.
versed over the following three
contests with losses at home to
All that remains now are
Teikyo-Post on Thursday and a
three contests. The Bantams
twinbill defeat at Williams on
will make their Maine trip this
GUS ELLISON
Anna Norland '98 rounding second base
Saturday.
weekend, traveling to play a
Wednesday against Teikyo-Post.
doubleheader at Bates on SaturThe contest against TeikyoWith Thursday's difficult loss third innings before polishing day and finishing the campaign
Post proved to be extremely
frustrating for the home team, behind them, the Bantams off the visitors with a pair of with a single game at Bowdoin
.as the Bantams were able to col- headed to Williamstown to face runs in both the fourth and fifth on Sunday afternoon. The
lect just two hits (one each by the Ephs for a Saturday after- frames to take an opening game weekend will have special significance on two counts, as it
outfielders Emily Clarke '99 and noon doubleheader. The Ban- 6-2 win.
Tsoules) over the seven innings. tams started strong in the first
The Bantams were not with- will mark the final games for
Sophomore hurler Kirsten Gra- inning of game one, as second out individual heroes, though, the graduating seniors and for
ham started and pitched admi- baseman Tara Hanlon '98 as freshman, pitcher Nora Jean departing Coach Dick Ellis.
rably, going the distance while scored the game's first run on a McCaffrey tossed a solid ball Said Hanlon of the coming
striking out a pair. But, it was fielder's choice grounder off the game while Hanlon (2-for-4, weekend, "We just want three
the Bantam bats that fell silent bat of Tsoules. But, the home run), first baseman Tina good wins to finish out the seaon this afternoon, as the squad team clawed back, scoring Rideout '98 (2-for-4), and left son; three wins for the seniors
combined to strike out 11 times. single runs in the second and fielder Clarke (3-for-4, 2B, SB), and for Coach."

Playoffs Within Reach Comeback Cut Short
BY,

ports Writer
The Bantams entered the past
week with a two game losing
streak and the hopes of getting
back on track in time for the
ECAC tournament. Their goal
was to get past both Wesleyan
University and Union College
and hopefully improve on their
5-5 record. As Tri-Captian Clay
Siegert '96, stated last week before the games, "Wesleyan on
Wednesday at home is a must
win. We probably have to win
at least two of our final three to
get into the ECAC tournament.
We can definitely win, if we
come to play." The Wesleyan
game definitely was an important one for Trinity and they
knew it.
The Bantams took a one goal
lead after a period but were
tested by the Cardinals in the
third period, in which Wesleyan
tied up the score at eight. "We
came out and had something
missing for a while," said TriCaptain Luke Tansill '96.
But in the fourth period the
Bantams outscored the Cardinal 3-0 to end with a three goal
win. "We just had a sense we
were going to win. We were getting to ground balls and did the
things it takes to win. They
[Wesleyan] hustled a lot, but we
showed the ability to do that as
well," were Tansill's remarks on
the game.
Goals were scored by Greg
Cartin '96 (4), Ian Conway '99
(3), Tansill (2), Hale Everetts '97
and Dan Strening'97. Nine assists were also given out on the
day by: Gregg Franco '96 (4),
Tansill (2), Cartin, Charlie
Leatherbee '98, and Strening.
Along with Con way's hat-trick,

big offensive contributions
came from Franco with four assists, Tansill with two goals and
two assists, and Cartin with an
astounding five point performance.
"Greg Cartin played a great
game, probably one of the best
he has played all season. It was
definitely a good win for us,"
stated Tansill.
On Saturday the Bantams
traveled to face a tough Union
team, in Schenectady, New York.
The Bantams fell down early
trailing 3-1 after one period and
were never quite able to fully
recover. "It wasn't necessarily a
bad game, things just didn't go
well. There were lots of mental
mistakes and we had a ton of
turnovers," said tansill.
The Bantams ended up losing
the game 10-7 but played Union
even in the second half. Goalie
Ronan contributed to the Bantams effort with 13 saves. Assists were given by, Tansill (2),
Cartin, and Franco. Goals were
scored by Tansill (2), Strening
(2), Gonway, and Cartin (2).
For Cartin the two goals on
the day and eight points for the
week helped put his name with
some elite company at Trinity.
On Saturday, Cartin scored
the 100th goal of his career at
Trinity. He also moved into
fourth place on the all-time
scoring list with 151 career
points. While the career record
for total points is 216 set by Ryan
Martin '92, Cartin surpassed
Mike Brigham '83, to claim
fourth place.
The Bantams final game of
the regular season will take
place at Trinity this Saturday
against Bowdoin. "With this
game we either make it into the

seniors and I think we have a
good attitude when playing at
home, we feel pretty confident
here," said Tansill. And so the
Bantams hopes for an ECAC
tournament bid rest primarily
on their final game of the season. With the win the Bantams
can improve to 7-6, which may
be enough to earn them a berth
in the tournament.
•Senior Greg Cartin scored his
100th career goal against Union
on Saturday. With 33 points this
year, Cartin places fourth for
most points in a career.
216pts Ryan Martin '92
194
Scott Growney '81
169
John Francini '91
151

GREG CARTIN '96

149

Mike Brigham '83

Amhersc's offense to'take tlie
ball over half field. During the
iecond half, defensive sophomore Amanda Tucker made a
stellar interception right in
front of the goal and carried
the ball ouc of the defensive
zone. The intense game went
nto overtime with the score
tied, 13-13. In overtime things
didn't go Trinity's way and the
win went to Amherst 14-13.
With Johnston, Waldman was
a top scorer with 3 goals and 1
assist.
With a record now standing
at 6-4, Trinity is looking at this
week as a time, to rest, practice
on weak areas and prepare for
their last home ganie this Saturday against Bowdoin.
Trinity will have to rise to
this occasion, playing their

Trinity will make iip the game
against Colby that was snowed
out earlier this season thisSunday. The two schools will meet
half way ax Tufts.
The Bantams won'L be able
ro let their guard down, especially since they had such a
strong win over this team last
year. Coach Sheppard would
also love to beat these women
since Colby's head coach was
her graduate assistant two
years ago.
In less than a, week, the team
will find out if they will be
playing in the ECAC tournament. The Bantams are currently in contention for a
position but the decision"is
riding on the results from the
game against Bowdoin this
Saturday,

Women's Rugby Ends Season 2-1
field kick. The post game drinkup was held in a shady bar in
downtown Providence, where
the Trinity women proved their
This weekend, the Savage Sis- outstanding boat-racing skills.
ters of the women's rugby team The Providence women were
completed yet another success- stiff competition for Trinity's
ful season, both athletically drinking team, but our female
and alcoholically. Despite a few ruggers pulled through in the
disappointing game cancella- end to win the boat race.
This past weekend, the
tions and less mud than in past
spring seasons, the team fin- women's ruggers walked all
ished with a winning record of over Connecticut College and
won 40-0. Within the first two
2-1.
The first game against South- minutes of the match, Elliott set
ern Connecticut College re- the standards for the day's scorsulted in a loss on the field, but ing with Trinity's first try. Tries
a glorious victory at the keg af- were scored by Sanders, Elliott,
ter the game. In their second and Arielle Perry '97. The entire
game, the ruggers proudly de- team played hard, tackled well,
feated Providence College with and confidently dominated the
a score of 17-15. Kath Sanders spring weekend match.
Coach Terence Healey com'96 scored two tries and Melissa
Elliot '97 scored one try and a mented on the game, "EveryBY LYDIA FINCH
Contributing Writer

thing looked good on Saturday.
The backs were passing sharply
and the forwards were powerful
in support." When asked about
the season he added, "I couldn't
be happier with their performance. They've got a great attitude and they've really done
well for themselves." Again, the
women's Ruggers surpassed
even their stunning field performance with their enthusiasm at
the drink-up. The Conn College
ruggers were impressed with
the Bantams singing capabilities, as the teams traded songs
and secrets.
Both Teams were honored to
drink heavily with Trinity alum
and rugby legend Heather
Dunbar '95, who came back specifically to assist in Spring
Rookie Initiation, which also
took place on Saturday.
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Tennis Strong lnNESCACs,
First Winning Season In 12
BY LIZ ALEXANDER

Sports Writer

The Trinity College men's tennis team
accomplished their preseason goal of
having a winning record. They finished
off the 1996 season with an 8-6 record,
their best in 12 years. • They came close
last year, when they finished with a .500
record, but this year, with the help of
Coach Paul Assaiante, they reached new
heights. "We couldn't have done it with
out our coach. He has been very supportive all the way. Our whole team would
like to thank him for all his help and
dedication," stated Tyler Eddy '96.
The team wanted to bring up their
record so that they could be associated
with more prestigious schools in the
NESCAC By having their first full season, with fall practices and scrimmages,
winter training, and a spring training
trip along with their regular spring
matches they have achieved this goal.
Their hard work paid off in their last
matches of the season and in the
NESCAC Tournament at Amherst last
weekend. The team finished in 6th in the .
tournament, beating Wesleyan University, Hamilton College, Connecticut College, Colby College, and Middlebury
College. Individually all six varsity
singles players, Eddy, Tim Stringer '98,
Captain Chase Toogood '96, Jon Beach
'97, Adam Naylor '96, and Mathieu
Hebert '98, made it to the quarterfinals
of the main draw The No. 1 doubles team
of Beach and Stringer came out on top
with the most impressive outing of all
by reaching the semifinals of the main
draw. They lost in a tough three setter to
"Williams. In the quarterfinals they had

»»

Chees e
Small (12")

Cheese Pizza
Toppings

a fine win by upsetting the Bates No. 1
doubles team who was ranked third in
the tournament.
When the season came to an end No. 1
Eddy finished off with the best singles
record with 11-4. The team was happy to
have his skills and competitive attitude
back on court after his junior year
abroad. Close behind was No. 3 Toogood
with a 10-5 record. No. 2 Stringer, No. 4
Beach, No. 5 Naylor, and No. 6 Hebert all
finished their season in the .500 range.
The last two matches of the season
were wins, that took the team over the
.500 mark. Connecticut College came to
take on the Bantams last Tuesday »and
were taken down by the powerful lower
half of the varsity. Naylor and Hebert
won big in straight sets while Eddy
struggled some but came out on top by
taking the third set 6-3. The final match
score over the Camels was 5-2.
Their last regular season match came
against Albertus Magnus on Wednesday.
This team could not stand up to the
power of the Bantamsas Trinity bageled
them to seal up the regular season and
their record to 8-6. Coach Assaiante
couldn't ha,ve been happier with the seasons improvement, "We did very well
this season. It was a real step upforour
program and I am vsry proud of my
guys. We had one of the best NESCACs
we've had in years and the best record
since 1984. They all worked hard and deserve a pat on the back."
The team hope to keep up the high
caliber play next season, but they will be
losing Eddy, Toogood, and Naylor. They
will be missed, but remembered because
they were the ones that pioneered the
improvement of the men's tennis program.

$4

$.50

Pizzc

Large(16 ") Sheet (18x24)
$14
:
$7
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$1

$2.50

Chef, Greek, Tuna, Aritlpasto: $6
Tossed Salad:,,,
$4

Ravioli, Staffed Shells, Manicotti: $6.50
Lasagna, Shells or:Spaghetti with
Meatball, sausage o r shrinp: $7.50
• Spaghetti or Shells: $5

Specialty PiZZaS - Red Veggie Design, White
Veggie Design, Cajun Shrimp Pie, Max's Preferred, Hot
for the Heart... Prices range from $8.00 - $10.00 for a
small and up
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vances to Finals

con tin ueafrom page 20
Rousseau '99 made the score 7-0 at the
break. The second half saw a ferocious
Coast Guard rally, with Trinity's _
reknowned goal-line defense tested once
again. Drawing on great tackling up the
middle from centers Mark Phillips '96
and Mark Stuckenbruck '98 and determined defense on the flanks from Matt
Henry'96 and Pat McGrann'98, the Bantams were able to hold Coast Guard out
and progress through into Sunday's
semi-final round.
Facing Plymouth State the Trinity
team continued to impress their tactical
stamp on the tournament, with dominating ruck and maul plays from the forwards and a combination of crash-plays
and strategic box kicks from the backs.
Led by props Terry James '98 and Danny
Kerr '98, the pack forced Plymouth into
conceding a penalty kick, made by
Rousseau to give Trinity the lead. An
aggresive Plymouth came straight back,
but unable to breach the Bantam 22
meter line, had to settle for a penalty kick
to tie the game. As the first half drew to
a close Trinity was again on the attack,
threatening the Plymouth try line. A
great steal in the scrum by hooker Mike
Ingrassia '99 led to quick ball through
the backs and a diving try by Ryan. With
the conversion Trinity led 10-3. The second half was almost identical to that of
the Coast Guard match, with Trinity
soaking up attack after attack. Carlo
Portes'99 and Corey Rishworth '97 tackled superbly on the wings, and great defensive work in the line-out, led by first
jumper Jed Donnel '99, allowed Trinity
to clear the ball. As time wound down '
and the two teams played each other to a
stand-still it was apparent that Trinity
would be in for one more game, this time
for the championship.

connect on a pair of penalty kicks, Tnnity were forced back by the skill and experience of the X-men's bscia^who
moved the ball upheld using powerful
kicking and lightning-speed at scrumMi^ wing and fullback. Once again
backed to the goal-line, the Bantams
strung out the Sacred Heart attack right
across the field, but narrowly failed to
stop the opposing wing diving over for a
•try in the corner Sacred Heart picked up
another well-taken" try just before halftime, but it was a skillful chip and charge
(together with a lucky bounce) that allowed the X-men's Argentinian fullback to score the decisive try with 20
minutes left in the game. The Bantams
never gave up, kicking for position,
fiercely snatching loose ball, and running penalty after penalty in search of a
try. As the game took its toll on existing
injuries, rookie players Mike York '99,
Andy Reilly '99 and Steve Skogseth '99
all came in to boost the pack, along with
veteran leaders Jeff Vencus '97 and Rob
Coleman '97. With a Trinity attack driving right on the Sacred Heart goal-line
the game was whistled over by the referee, and the championship went to Sacred Heart 23-0.

Commended throughout the weekend
by referees and Opposing teams for their
sportsmanship, athleticism and clean
play, the men's team proudly accepted
the runner's up trophy from tournament
officials. It was Trinity's best finish in the
tournament in over 5 years, and a remarkable achievement given the many
hurdles' the team has had to overcome
this season.
Trinity thus closed out the spring season With a 7-2 record, having scored 153
points while holding opponents to only
' 34. Jim Peckman rated the top ten DiviHaving fought through three tough sion II teams in the last issue of Rugby
~ opponents Trinity now faced the tal- Magazine. Coast Guard was rated numented defending champions, Sacred ber two, while Plymouth was ranked
Heart. Spurred on by coach Merola, and third and Sacred Heart ranked sixth.
drawing on every last reserve of grit and Thus. Trinity defeated two out of the
' stamina, the Bantams repeatedly got the three top teams in New England. The fuball into promising conditions and were ture of Trinity rugby looks bright.

College Vieiv Cafe Scoreboard
Lacrosse Statistics (6-6)
THIS WEEK 1996 Men's
Career Stats
'96 Season Stats
G
A
Pts.
Peg G
A
Name
IN BANTAM Greg
101 50
151
Cartin
Att
25
8
38
44
82
Gregg Franco
Mid 11
15
Luke Tansill
| Dan Strening
I Julian Song
Ian Conway
I Hale Everets
Clayton Siegert
t Peter Rhodes
Brian Byrne
Andy Hayes
Charlie Leatherbee
Evan Levine
Chris Byers

Tuesday, April 30th
I BASEBALL V. WESTFIELD STATE
3:00
I Saturday, May 4th

Varsity Crew- New Englands
Softball® Bates (DH) 1:00
Baseball® Bates (DH) 1:00
I MEN'S LACROSSE V. BOWDOIN
1:00
I WOMEN'S LACROSSE V.
BOWDOIN 1:00
| Track New England Division III
Championships at Tufts (Men)
at Williams (Women)

Mid
Att
Att
Mid
Att
Mid
Att
Mid
Mid
Mid
Att
Mid

11
11
9
10
7
1
1
2
2
1
1
1

51
12
9

15
4
5
1
2
4
2
1
1
2
0
0

47
11
5

98
23
14

1996 Women s Lacrosse Statistics

_^^mmam _

The Trinity Tripod Sports Editors
I and Writers would sincerely like to
thank those athletes and coaches
who have helped contribute quotes
and suggest|ojQ&.t0 this section. We I
also like to thank Trinity's
Sports Information Director, Al
[enhanced the College View Cafe
|
statistics
over the past semester. Special
[ thanks goes out to our photography |
staff Gus Ellison, Morgan Rissel,
i and Laura Blackwell.

Name
Jen Martinelli
Kara Ryczek
Jory Waldman
Sarah Berkman
Alix Johnston
Whitney Scarlett
Dorothy Cavanaugh
Ashley Knowles
Kearney Harrington
Nancy Dwyer
Amanda Tucker
j Kara Hood
jCaera Byrnes

TRACK

ctiAmptonsnip

Lrfflity 6th Place
I Triple Jump Taylor '971st Place
I Javelin Tirrell '99 3rd Place
1100m Faget'99 2nd Place
Long Jump Taylor 3rd Place
4xl00m Trinity 3rd Place

Trinity 6th Place
100m High Hurdles Miller '971st Place
800m Phelan '97 2nd Place
100m Miller 2nd Place
2oom Miller 2nd Place
5000m Liz Worthy '98 5th Place

College View Cafe

***Congratulations to Carolyn French
who won this year's final Trivia Contest!!! I

CONTEST!
Submit your suggestion for the banner to fly over graduation
Winner receives a free case of beer
Submissions due on Monday, May 13th

Week
iMike Ranieri '96

ATTENTION SENIORS!
Bring your family and friends to The College View for the three hours
between the Baccalaureate and Commencement...
1
• Relaxed atmosphere
A special graduation menu
Valuable coupons and great savings
• Watch the game
Live music and lite jazz
• Full liquor menu

II

AT THE VIEW
•
I
•

on May 19th
between 10:00 and 2:00

2Cheeseburgers,
1 Large Fries,
1 Pitcher of Red Dog or Icehouse
GOOD NOON UNTIL 8 PM,
EXPIRES WHEN YOU GRADUATE

Tuesdays $3.50 Pitchers*

f
JP

BLOODY MARYI

I 1

* one coupon per customer

Thursdays $4.50 Pitchers*

*=MiPs Best

Senior co-captain Mike Ranieri,
hitting 847 with 5 runs scored,
4RBI and 1HR led the baseball
team to a 3-1 record for the week.
In S aturday's first game of a
doubleheader against Williams,
Ranieri's suicide squeeze bunt
won the game for the Bantams. In
the second1 gante, he made a game
ending diving catch. Ranieri,
NESCAC's leading hitter at .458,
broke the school record for runs
in a season with 38. The editors of
The Tripod congratulate him for
his numerous baseball feats.
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Baseball Sweeps Williams; Eclipses .500 Mark
BY MARK MENTONE

Senior Editor

As an athletic season winds
down and games become more
and more crucial, a team usually must receive strong performances from its leaders to be
successful.
So when the baseball team
raised its record over .500 for the
first time in 1996 on Saturday, it
was no surprise that senior cocaptains Mike Ranieri and
Chris Lembo were in the middle
of the action.
Ranieri's suicide squeeze bunt
drove the winning run of the
first game and Lembo blasted a
pair of two-run home runs in
the nightcap as the Bantams
swept a doubleheader from
Williams College, 3-2 and 13-10,
in Hartford. The sweep, coining
after a split of weekday contests
with Eastern and Western Connecticut State Universities, gave
Trinity a record of 14-13 and
kept the team alive for the
ECAC playoffs with four games
remaining. Trinity has won
nine of its last 11 games.
"It's unfortunate that it took
us 27 games [to get over .500],"
Lembo, who eqv&lgd jt school
record with his seventh home
run of the season, said. "We've

been trying to get there all year.
It's important to all of us, especially the seniors—you don't
want to end your career with a
losing record."
Saturday's opener was the
lowest scoring game of the season. Adrian Softie '97 baffled
the Eph hitters for most of the
afternoon, yielding only one
run on a home run by
Williams's Frank Pericolosi
through six innings. But the
Bantams hitters were having an
equally tough time with Keith
Surkont, scratching across just
two runs of their own.
Softie appeared poised to
make the lead stand up, but after walking the leadoff batter in
the seventh.he was the victim of
back-to-back throwing errors
by catcher Paolo Sorio '96 and
first baseman Christian
Sheehan '97, the second of
which tied the game. With two
outs, senior right-hander Dave
Henry (2-2) relieved Softie, and
struck out Pericolosi with the
go-ahead run on second base.
Trinity could not score in the
bottom of the final inning, and
Henry got out of a bases-loaded
jam unscathed in the top of the
eighth.
For the second timejn. the^
game, Armstrong led off an inning by getting on base.

Kyle Armstrong '98 is congratulated by
senior co-captain Chris Lembo.

Surkont's balk advanced him to
second, and Rob Kane '97 executed his second successful
sacrifice bunt of the game.
With the winning run on third
and one out, Williams chose to
issue Sheehan and Lembo intentional walks, setting up a
force at every base, and then
change pitchers.
The only hole in the strategy
was that it brought Ranieri, the
G
l d h ^ f i
to tfie plateT'vWITiarns' Brought
two in two outfielders to form a

LAURA BLACKWELL

six-infielder defense, but head
coach Bill Decker foiled the
strategy by putting the squeeze
on. With Armstrong bearing
down on him, Ranieri innocently placed a bunt on the
first-base side to end the game.
"Coach Decker and I talked
about it during the pitching
change, but we were indecisive,"
said Ranieri, who had driven in
;
Trinity's first run with a sacrifice fly. "Then he put it oh on

simplest play in baseball beat
such an intricate defense."
The nightcap was closer to
the type of game the Bantams
have been playing all year—an
all-out slugfest. Lembo's first
home run came in the first inning and tied the game at 2-2.
But Trinity starter Mike Chute
continued to struggle, yielding
two runs in the second inning
and three more, on back-toback home runs, in the third.
The Bantam offense, meanwhile, had scored four unearned
runs in the second, and put its
first two batters of the third into
scoring position. Armstrong
then lined a 2-run single to give
Trinity an 8-7 lead.
"I had two strikes, so 1 just
wanted to put the ball in play,"
Armstrong, who was 4-for-6
with four runs scored and three
RBI in the doubleheader, in addition to handling nine errorless chances, said. "It was nice
to have a day where I put everything together, especially the
defense."
Two outs later, Lembo
launched his record-tying
homer for a three-run lead.
"It's a nice record to have,"
Lembo who tied Todd Dagres's
total in 1981, said, "but I don't

T T T r l f P *
teresting ending, having the

see LEMBO page 18

Rubgy Dominates Beast Of The East 2-1 Week Paces
Bi
a minute; and a-half left in
BY PAUL ANDERTON

•

A

B Y KATIE

Contributing Writer

£

While many students were
enjoying a laid-back Spring
Weekend, the Men's Rugby
team left Hartford over Saturday and Sunday to compete in
the gruelling "Beast of the East"
championship in Providence.
The tourney is the largest collegiate rugby tournament on the
East Coast, Facing a field of
thirty-one other Division II rivals from all across the Northeast, the Bantam squad was
determined to improve on last
year's first day exit, despite losing several players to injury this
FILE PHOTO
season. As a result of strong The Trinity pack was a dominating force in the
'Beast
of
the
East'
tournament
in
Providence.
teamwork, dedication, and the
motivational leadership of competitive series of rugby down with an injured shoulder.
;
coach Bob Merola, Trinity's matches.
Team member and team trainer
rugby-athletes brought home
Trinity's first tournament Scott Murray '98 did great work
the runner's-up trophy to cap game (following a forfeit by in patching up the rest of the
an impressive spring season in Springfield University) was a team and preventing further
which the squad improved with second-round battle against an injury throughout the tournaevery game.
experienced Rutgers team. ment. Murray could not play
The week began with a Mindful that the single-elimi- due to a broken finger.
Wednesday match against a nation system meant that this
In the quarter-final Trinity
powerful Central Connecticut could be both their first and last faced New England champions
State team. A disciplined per- game, the Bantams jumped on Coast Guard. Confident of the
formance from the Bantams the Scarlet Knights from the team's improvement since lossaw them grind out a 10-0 home start. Exchange student Paul ing to Coast Guard in the first
victory, but the game was Anderton'97 and Brett Willis game of the fall season, the Banmarred by the loss of fly-half '96 both scored tries within the tams came out aggresively,
Chris Sanborn '99 with a knee first fifteen minutes, and Scott dominating the first half by
injury. The loss of another key Rousseau's '99 two conversions maintaining constant pressure
player did not bode well for the made it 14-0. With a comfort- on Coast Guard's try-line. After
weekend. However, Matt Ryan able lead Trinity eased off the great work by the Trinity pack
'97 came back from a shoulder intensity to save energy for the and. a blind-side break by
injury to reclaim his fly-half later rounds, and in the second scrum-half captain Bill Padula
position in time for the tourna- half Ryan added an insurance '96, Willis dove over for his secment. The fitness and tough- try to complete the scoring at ond try of the tournament. Anness of his fellow athletes would 19-0. Unfortunately, fullback/ other conversion by Scott
see them through an intensely wing Mikael Schad '99 went
see FINALS page18

After two home victories
during tfee week, the women's
lacrosse team suffered a difficult loss when traveling to
Amherst on Saturday. Last
Tuesday the teafa didn't have to
work very hard when they
played Smith College. With the
home advantage, the team
won, 18-3. The lopsided victory gave the coaches a chance
to play all of the women. Jen
Martinelli *98, Jory Waldman
'97 and Whitney Scarlett '99,
all high scorers of this game,
had three goals each. Goalie
Caroline Olmstead '99 marked
a strong game with 4-saves out
of the 7 shots takenagainsther.
Two days later the team
notched another win as they
b,eat Sacred Heart, 13-10.
Monty Atkins, '97, was the
standout of this game as she
played an unbelieveable defensive game. Coaches Sheppard
and Lacfpixmade the decision
before the draw to nave Atkins
faceScared Heart guard Deidre
Hynes. Coming into this game,
Hynes was first in the country
in NCAA Divisions HII in the
number of goals scored and
points made per game, averaging over 5 goals and 6.5 points
per game. Yet Atkins did what
was necessary and kept Hynes
to only two goals. By the end
of the first half, Trinity had an
impressive 7-1 lea'd; Sacred
Heart made a strongcomeback
though in the second half,
scoring 2 goals with less than

reg-ulation, but Trinity was
able to hold them off to secure
the win. With3 goals and 2 assists, Martinelli was the top
scorer for the game.
This past Saturday the team
travelled to Amherst. The
game started out poorly and at
the half, Trinity was down 2-7.
Coach Sheppard regards it as
"one of the ugliest halves" she
has ever seen. The team
reached a seasonal low by only
shooting on the goal eight
times. Yet during the half time
talk, the women must have realized what they were doing
wrong, because in the second
half, the Bantams outscored
the Lord Jeffs 10-5. Coach
Lacroix praised freshman Alix
Johnston who "singlehandedly brought Trinity
back into contention because
she was phenomenal on the
field." At center, Johnston
played an amazing game, .She
had 8 draw controls, with 7 of
them coming in the second
half. Defensively, she came up
with 10 ground ball. She shot
right on target with 3 goals on
4 attempts and 1 assist. To
compensate for the season low
shots on goal in the first half,
the women made 22 shotsduring the second half. Trinity,
.made a tremendous comeback,
In the early minutes of the second half the score was 3-9.
The Bantams allowed Amherst
to score only one goal while
they scored nine and eventually took the lead, 12-10. One
of the keys to the Bantams' sue
see COMEBACK page 17

